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Foreword
At the request of the Energetic Particles Committee of the International
Magnetospheric Explorer Project, a special orbital radiation study was con-
ducted for the Mother-Daughter Mission in order to evaluate mission-encount-
ered energetic particle fluxes.
Magnetic field calculations were performed with a current field model,
extrapolated to the tentative spacecraft launch epoch with linear time terms.
Orbital flux integrations for elliptical flight paths were performed with
the latest proton and electron environment models, using new improved
computational methods.
Temporal variations in the ambient electron environment were con-
sidered and partially accounted for.
Finally, estimates of average energetic solar proton fluxes are given
for a one year mission duration at selected integral energies ranging from
E> 10 to E>100 Mev; the predicted annual fluence relates to the period of
maximum solar activity during the next solar cycle.
The results are presented in graphical and tabular form; they are
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Introduction
The objective of the present study is to evaluate the charged particle
fluxes incident on spacecrafts in very eccentric orbits, in support of the
ISEE (IME) mission(s).
For this purpose, two flightpaths were considered having identical
inclinations but different perigee altitudes (240 and 1364 kilometers, respec-
tively). Apogee altitude was approximately the same for both cases (about 22
earth radii).
For each of the two perigee altitudes investigated, two nominal
trajectories were generated, having identical orbital configurations but with
their major axes rotated by 1800 in the plane of orbit, which resulted in
placing the initial apogee into opposite hemispheres. This was done in order
to determine the corresponding variation in the vehicle-encountered particle
intensities.
In reference to geomagnetic geometry, elliptical flightpaths with low
perigee altitudes and large eccentricities (at any inclination) traverse the
entire terrestrial radiation belt twice during each revolution, moving alter-
nately through regions of magnetic dipole space of low L values (1.0 <L< 2.8:
the "inner zone") and high L values (2.8 <L--12.0 : the "outer zone"). A
The upper boundary of the "outer zone" in the current electron models has
been placed at about L=12. e.r., as against L=6.5 e.r. in the older models.
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large part of the studied trajectories lies outside the Van Allen belt trapping
regions (L>12 earth radii).
Also, the orbits are for most of the time exposed to unattenuated
interplanetary energetic solar proton fluxes; these are discussed in a sub-
sequent section.
The breakdown of trajectories into segments according to L-ranges
or "zones" is important in orbital radiation studies because each zone re-
quires special treatment. The inner zone, for example, requires special
.
consideration on account of the substantial "Starfish" residuals (Teague and
Stassinopoulos, 1972) that still populated this region in October, 1967, the
effective date of the corresponding environment model used in the calcula-
tions. The outer zone also warrants special consideration because the tra-
jectories pass through regions of magnetospheric space that are accessible
to subrelativistic cosmic ray fluxes of solar origin. A detailed discussion
of this is given in the section on "Energetic Solar Proton Fluxes".
Another important feature of the outer zone is the strong Local Time
dependence of the ambient electron environment. The LT variations for
high energy electrons (1-3 Mev) at about 5 4. L~ 6 exceed one order of magni-
tude. These variations are due to the distortion of the magnetosphere caused
by the solar wind (compression at local noon, elongation at local midnight).
"Starfish" is the high altitude nuclear explosion over Johnston Island in the
Pacific in July, 1962, which injected about 1029 energetic artificial electrons
into the inner zone region of the Van Allen belts.
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Theoretically, the new outer zone model, to be discussed in another
paragraph, recognized this dependence and accounted for it by incorporating
an analytic function for its calculation. However, the version distributed
in card deck form for practical application purposes provides fluxes which
are averaged over local time. The reason behind this simplification is that
most users employ the model in orbit- or time-integration processes to
missions which have durations of six months or more and the local time
effects would be averaged out anyway. Hence, in order to save time, core,
and effort, a local time averaged value, which is nearly equivalent to the
fluxes at the dawn meridian, was inserted into the model in place of the
analytic function.
Orbital flux integrations were performed with UNIFLUX, a "Unified
Orbital Flux Integration and Analysis System" by Stassinopoulos and
Gregory, (1972).
Two new environment models were used in the calculations: the AE5
by Teague and Vette (1972) for the inner zone electrons, and the AE4 by
Singley and Vette (1971) for the outer zone electrons. Some observations on
these models are in order.
Both are static models describing the environment as it existed back
in October, 1967, at about solar maximum conditions. In constructing the
models, it was possible to infer a change of the average quiet-time electron
flux levels as a function of the solar cycle. However, a complete temporal
description of the solar cycle dependence is not available at this time.
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Besides, in the regions of space visited by the orbits considered in this
study, there occur no appreciable changes in the time averaged fluxes.
Additional static versions of the AE5-AE4 models for the 1964 (1974)
solar minimum epoch have just been released and will be incorporated into
UNIFLUX for future applications.
As for the ISEE (IME) mission, now tentatively scheduled to fly in
1977, the present calculations were appropriately performed with the
current solar max versions of the electron models because the launch date
falls definitely into the next period of increased solar activity.
It should be noted that the artificial component contained in the solar
max version of the AE5 model of epoch 1967, was still significantly predom-
inant at some L values and for some energies. In order to update the model,
the remaining artificials were exponentially decayed, using appropriate cut-
off times and lifetimes. These were available as functions of energy and L in
terms of approximate dates at which the Starfish fluxes had decayed down to
natural background levels (Teague and Stassinopoulos, 1972) and apparent
decay lifetimes for artificials (Stassinopoulos and Verzariu, 1971).
In contrast to the electrons, no special considerations are required for
the proton results obtained from standard models long in use. Although they
describe a static environment, this is a valid representation for these particles
because experimental measurements have shown that no significant changes
with time have occurred in the proton population. With the exception of the
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fringe areas of the trapping region, the possible error introduced by the static
approximation lies well within the uncertainty factor attached to the models.
Consequently, the proton data may be applied to any epoch without the need
for an updating process.
We wish to emphasize that our calculations are only approximations
although they are based on the best available data; as always, we strongly
recommend that all persons receiving parts of this report be advised about the
uncertainty in the data, as discussed in Appendix A.
Finally, an explanation regarding the attribute "standard" frequently
used in the reformatted OFI (Orbital Flux Integration) Study Reports.
The term is applied as a modifier to parameters, constants, or variables
in order to indicate or refer to some specific value of these quantities
that has been used without change over extended periods of time. Although
override possibilities do exist in the UNIFLUX system, a routinely sub-
mitted production run will, by default option, always use these "standard"
values. The term is also used in reference to established forms, style,
processes, or procedures, as for example, "standard tables", "standard
plots", "standard production runs", etc. A list of some quantities, values,
or expressions modified by "standard" is given in Table 1.
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Results: Analysis and Discussion
The outcome of our calculations is summarized in Tables 3 to 38,
which are all computer produced. The tables are arranged in six sets,
where every set pertains to one specific type of data: the first set contains
the "L-band" tables; the second, the "Spectral Distribution and Exposure
Index" tables; the third, the tables of "Peaks"; the fourth, the "Exposure
Analysis" summary and the "Time Account" breakdown; the fifth, the
tables of "Physical Perigee Positions"; and the sixth set, the "Energetic
Solar Proton" tables. The first three sets contain two similar members for every
trajectory considered in the study: one for protons and one for electrons,
in that order. The last three sets contain only one member for each tra-
jectory. The tables are further explained in Appendix B, where a more
detailed description of their contents is given. Figure 1 is a guide to
table arrangement, as they are produced by a standard production run of
the Orbital Flux Integration (OFI) program UNIFLUX for a single trajectory.
Some of the tabulated data is also computer plotted in Figures 3 to 26,
with additional Figures 27 to 34 containing plots of flightpath data. Finally,
the manually produced Figure 35 gives the mean annual solar proton fluence
for the trajectories considered in this study. As with the tables,
the computer plots are arranged in five sets, where each set pertains to
one specific type of data: the first set contains "Time and Flux Histograms";
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the second, "Spectral Profiles"; the third, "Peaks per Orbit"; the fourth,
trajectory "World Map Projections"; and the fifth, "B-L Space Tracings".
Again, the first three sets contain two similar members for every mission:
one for each type of particle considered. The last two sets contain only
one member for every trajectory. Appendix C describes and explains the
plots. Figure 2 is a guide to plot arrangement, as they are produced by a
standard production run. The final plot (Figure 35) is explained in the
section "Energetic Solar Proton Fluxes".
I. Spectral Profiles
For tabulated data consult Tables 11 - 18.
For plotted data consult Figures 11 - 18.
The integral spectra presented in this report are orbit integrated,
statistically averaged, trapped particle spectra, characteristic of the
specific trajectories that produced them.
Noteworthy are the electron spectra obtained from the new environment
models AE5 and AE4, especially in regards to the steep fall-off to zero
flux in the energy range of about 4 to 5 Mev. The apparent cutoff at these
energies is probably due to the extensive decay of the high energy Starfish
artificials by 1967, since no significant numbers of trapped naturals exist
with energies greater than 4 - 5 Mev.
To be exact, there are only two very small areas in B-L space where
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the solar max models contain trapped electrons with the energies E>5 Mev.
These areas form "pockets" of high energy electrons on the magnetic equa-
tor in the L-ranges 1.45 - 1.75 and 3.65 - 4.10 earth radii. The inner
zone pocket is obviously a Starfish remnant, on which the program will
apply the appropriate decay function indicated, whereas the outer zone
pocket appears to be a normal feature of the natural electron radiation belt
because artificial electrons never populated that area.
With regards to the protons, it should be noted that the ISEE (IME)
orbits experience very hard proton spectra above energies of about 50 Mev.
II. Peaks Per Orbit
Tabulated data is contained in Tables 19 - 26.
Plotted data is shown in Figures 19 - 26.
The absolute peaks P per revolution presented in this report have been
obtained for standard OFI (9Orbital Flux Integration) energies; that is: E.. 5. Mev
for protons, and E>.5 Mev for electrons.
Because of the large eccentricity of the ISEE trajectory, coupled with
the low perigee altitude and the relatively small inclination, the spacecraft
consistently encounters trapping regions of maximum instantaneous intensity
during its perigee passes. This produces the very high peak values appear-
ing in the results for both species.
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It should be noted that the E >. 5 Mev electron peaks do not display
substantial per-orbit variations (amplitude less than a factor of 2) whereas
the E> 5. Mev proton peaks show significant variations with amplitudes
up to one order of magnitude. The larger per-orbit change in the proton
peaks may be partly due to the fact that these particles are confined to a
more restricted domain enclosed within the volume of a dipole magnetic
shell of about L=3.8 earth radii, with equatorial maximum intensities
occurring at about L=l. 8 earth radii, which region is probably stronger
affected by the distorting influence of the South Atlantic anomaly. In that
case, perigee passes will lead alternately through more intense and less
intense trapping regions since net orbit precession amounts to about .4 earth
revolution..
III. Trajectory Data
See Figures 27 - 30 for World Map Projections
See Figures 31 - 34 for B-L Space Tracings.
A. World Map
World map projections of trajectories are by definition the surface
traces of their subsatellite points.
The apparent westward drift of successive orbit tracings repre-
sents the "longitudinal precession" of the trajectory, resulting from
the rotation of the geoid in reference to the orbit plane.
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Under unperturbed dynamic conditions, the respective orbit period
determines the nodal precession of the trajectory. For circular flight-
paths, the period, and hence the precession, is a simple function of
the geocentric distance, but for eccentric orbits the functional relation-
ship is more complex. The proposed ISEE trajectories have a period
of approximately 58.6 hours with a corresponding "net" precession of
about .4 of a terrestrial revolution (the earth executes 2.4 rotations
during one ISEE orbit period).
The maps clearly indicate the perigee hemisphere of each tra-
jectory: North for Figures 27, 28 and South for Figures 29, 30. They
also convey a measure of perigee drift (N-S variation). For reasons
of clarity, the world map projections of the trajectories are not plotted
for more than ten revolutions. The orbit numbers appear at the start-
ing points for each revolution.
B. Magnetic Dipole Mapping
At large geocentric distances (re> 6), the quantities B and L have
no physical meaning any more because of the interaction between
solar wind and magnetosphere.
The noon-midnight distortion of the magnetosphere, produced by
that interaction (compression in the solar and elongation in the anti-
solar directions), causes a breakdown in the symmetry of the dipole
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magnetic shell parameter L and introduces significant external currents
and fields, whose contributions substantially alter the apparent field
strength B that is presently being obtained for a given position from the
dipole terms of the internal field model applied in the calculations.
Therefore, in this study (as well as in every model of charged-
particle radiation utilized), these variables are being employed only
as ordering parameters.
The magnetic B-L space tracings of the high elliptical trajectories
appear as long (horizontal) line segments on the plots (Figures 31 - 34),
mostly paralleling the equator, strikingly displaying the transverse motion
of the satellite in that space frame. The breaks and discontinuities at low
L high B positions in the contours are caused by the plotter, due to the
very large jumps in the values of the variables (satellite's perigee speed),
at high L low B positions because of plotting limitations.
Incidentally, all inclinded trajectories cross, of course, the mag-
netic equator twice per period; however, the nodes (and hence the
point where the curves are tangent to the equatorial contour) are
shifted due to the rotation of the geoid. This displacement in B-L space
is analogous to the precession in geodetic space.
Again, for reasons of clarity, only three orbits are plotted per
graph; here also, the orbit numbers appear at the starting points of
each revolution.
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Energetic Solar Proton Fluxes
Good measurements of solar cycle 20 interplanetary cosmic ray
fluxes at about 1 A.U. are now available. These interplanetary particles
are also observed over the high latitude polar cap regions. However, at
other latitudes the geomagnetic field effectively shields the earth from some
of these cosmic rays by deflecting the lower energy particles while only
particles with increasingly higher energy penetrate to lower latitudes.
In order to consider the effect of geomagnetic shielding from cosmic
rays on an orbiting spacecraft, the total time spent by the vehicle in regions
of space accessible to these particles has to be calculated, as a function of
particle energy, for the entire lifetime of the satellite. In other words, the
exposure of a spacecraft to these particles is in essence a function of
trajectory altitude and inclination, and mission duration. Of course, this
applies only to the years of increased solar activity, and whether a satellite
will "see" energetic solar protons or not, even in accessible regions of the
magnetosphere, depends on the epoch within the solar cycle, at which the
mission is to be flown. If it coincides with the period of low solar activity
(years of solar minimum), it most likely will not encounter any significant
number of energetic solar protons, and vice versa.
Having calculated a mission-related exposure time for a specific
trajectory, one can use experimentally determined low energy cosmic ray
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fluxes of solar origin from which the galactic background has been sub-
tracted, to obtain vehicle-encountered energetic solar proton intensities.
In the present study, the annual mean of event and cycle integrated proton
fluxes of cycle 20, given by Stassinopoulos and King (1973) for energies
ranging from E>10 Mev to E>l100 Mev, were used to estimate cycle 21
intensities on the SOLRAD and TIMATION missions.
Although a thorough statistical treatment has now been worked out in
regards to the probability of actual cycle 21 fluxes exceeding the predicted
intensities (King, 1974), crude model confidence levels suffice for first
order approximations, and are given below. However, the importance of
such statistics must be emphasized; it is best demonstrated by the occurrence
of the August 4 - 7, 1972, event, which was the largest recorded in solar
cycles 19 and 20, its fluxes exceeding the accumulative total of all other
cycle 20 events by about a factor of 2 for the E>10 Mev protons and by a
factor of 4 for the E>30 and E>60 Mev particles. Therefore, caution is
advisable when using the data presented in this report.
The probability that the fluxes estimated for the ISEE mission will be
exceeded by an actual event, is about 33% for a one year mission duration,
and about 40% for a two year mission duration.
Figure 35 shows the annual, omnidirectional, integral spectral profile;
of vehicle-encountered energetic solar proton fluxes in units of total number
of particles per square centimeter.
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Note: These fluxes apply only to missions planned for periods of in-
creased solar activity. It is not expected that solar-min missions will
encounter energetic solar protons of any significance; at least, it is very
unlikely (but not impossible) to have a major event occurring during the
years of minimum solar activity. Thus, a 3 year mission, to be launched in
mid 1974, will spend most of its lifetime in a solar min period. Hence, no
solar protons have to be considered until about 1977. Thereafter, the pre-
dicted mean annual intensities should be applied to the remaining 0.5 years.
Caution: In evaluating the energetic solar proton radiation hazard please
bear in mind that the probability of at least one anomalously large event
occurring during the time interval 1977 - 1979 is high.
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For the specified flight paths, orbit tapes were generated with a
constant integration stepsize of five minutes, and for a 600 hour flight
duration each. This time interval is adequate for a sufficient sampling of
the ambient environment allowing at least ten perigee passes. The follow-
ing eccentric trajectories were thus produced at an inclination of 29 degrees
prograde:
Perigee Apogee Perigee in
Case # Altitude Altitude Hemisphere
1 1366 km 18 e.r. North
2 240 km 18 e.r. North
3 1364 km 18 e.r. South
4 240 km 18 e.r. South
with the combined GEODYN-BLCONV system (Stassinopoulos et al, 1973),
which subsequently converted the orbits from geodetic polar (h, a ,0) into
magnetic B-L coordinates with McIlwain's INVAR program of 1965 (Hassit
and McIlwain, 1967) with the field routine ALLMAG by Stassinopoulos and
Mead (1972), utilizing the IGRF (1965) geomagnetic field model by Cain
and Cain (1971), calculted for the epoch 1973.0.
A-1
Orbital flux integrations were performed with Vette's current models
of the environment, the new solar max AE5-AE4 for the inner and outer
zone electrons, the AP6-AP7 for high energy protons, and the AP5 for
low energy protons. All are static models which do not consider temporal
variations; this includes the new electron models, at least as far as the
present calculations are concerned. See text for further details on this
matter.
The documents that describe these models are listed below:
Models
AE4 Singley and Vette, 1972
AE5 Teague and Vette, 1972
AP5 King, 1967
AP6 Lavine and Vette, 1969
AP7 Lavine and Vette, 1970
The results, relating to omnidirectional, vehicle-encountered,
integral, trapped particle fluxes, are presented in graphical and tabular
form with the following unit conventions:
1. Daily averages: total trajectory integrated flux
averaged into particles/cm2 day,
2. Average instantaneous: time integrated average, characteristic
of the orbit, in particles/cm 2 sec,
3. Totals per orbit: non-averaged, single-orbit integrated
flux in particles/cm 2 orbit, and
A-2
4. Peaks per orbit: highest orbit-encountered instantaneous
flux in particles/cm2 sec,
where one orbit =one revolution.
Please note: We wish to emphasize the fact that the data presented
in this report are only approximations. We do not believe the results to be
any better than a factor of 2 for the protons and a factor of 3 for the elec-
trons. It is advisable to inform all potential users about this uncertainty
in the data. Please also remember that the electrons have appropriately
been calculated with a model describing the environment at solar maxi-
mum, since the launch date (somewhere in 1977) definitely places the




a) The L-band Table:
The table contains 36 L-bands Li of equal size, covering the range
from L = 1.0 to L = 8.2 earth radii in constant increments of .2 earth
radii. For the L-intervals determined in this way, orbital spectral
functions
i=1,36
N(>E,EN;Li) Jk(>E;B) Jk(>EN;B) 1
[k JLi /k Li L:L <L Li+1
are obtained at nine arbitrary energy levels such that the integral spectrum
is equal to 1 for E = EN, where EN was taken to be 5. and .5 MeV for protons
and electrons, respectively. The notation Li is used to indicate the
L-band from Li to Li+ 1 , while J(>E;B) is the integral, omnidirectional
flux yielded by the environment model used in the calculation. The
spectral functions N are evaluated for the total flight time simulated
in the study, where the summing index k selects all trajectory points
lying in each L..1
The corresponding orbital distribution functions, representing fluxes
above energy EN, are given by
F(E;Li) = At [ Jk(>E;B) (2)
1k IL -
where At is the constant time increment of orbit integration, whose
standard value is 60 seconds. The distribution functions are fluxes
accumulated in their respective Li bands over the total flight duration
considered.
The orbital distribution functions are listed on the table at the bot-
tom of each L-interval and are labeled "NORMFLUX. ' The nine integral
B-1
energy levels selected for protons and electrons are given below in











where the normalization energy is indicated by a star (*).
b) The Spectral Distribution and Exposure Index Table:
This table has three parts:
I. The spectrum j (CAE) given in % for energy intervals that
correspond to the energy levels of the previously discussed table
(L-bands), with two special columns showing the total orbit integrated
flux for these energy intervals averaged into instantaneous Is and
Ddaily I. intensititesJ
IP (AE)
T .(AE) = 100 F(>E1) j=l,9 (3)
where k
F(>E1 ) = C Jk(>E1;B,L)At (4)
k=l1
k
B0I.(AE) = C = At k ( >E j ; B , L ) - Jk(>Ej+1 ; B , L )  (5)
B-2
I (AE) = ID(AE)/86400 (6)
24
C = - , T = koAt i=1,36
and where k0 is the upper limit of k. It is equal to the total number
of time increments considered in the study.
II. The composite orbit spectrum for integral energies, giving the
total vehicle encountered fluxes averaged into daily S D(>E.) and per
second S s(>E.) intensities for 30 discrete energy levels:
D T
S (>E.) = cAt 1 J (>E) j=1,30 (7)
m=0
S s(>E.) = SD(>E.)/86400 (8)
where the summation is performed for the entire simulated mission
duration T and includes all fluxes with energies greater than E..
J
III. The composite orbit spectrum for differential energies Ss (=E.)
obtained from the instantaneous total vehicle encountered fluxes Ss(>Ej)
at the selected energy levels by analytic differentiation:.
sS(>Ej)
Ss(=E.) = 3s (>E)
aE
where the differential intensities are given in units of: particles
per square centimeter per second per keV.
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IV. The exposure index, given (for the normalization energy used in
the L-band table) at nine successive intensity ranges Rn one order of
magnitude apart, in terms of exposure duration T(Rn), converted to
hours, and total number of particles 4(>EN;Rn) accumulated while in
that intensity range. The notation Rn is used to indicate the
intensity range from rn to rn+l:
n=l,9
(>EN;R) = T(Rn) Q(>EN;R) R n=rn < r r (9)n n - n+1
e(>EN;R n ) = J(>EN;r)I / n (10)
T(Rn ) = At Cn (11)
where Cn is the upper limit of I in each Rn.
c) The Table of Peaks:
In this table, the absolute instantaneous peak flux encountered
during each successive orbit (revolution) is listed for the indicated
threshold energy. There are nine columns on this table. Column 1 is
an orbit counting device, based on the period of the orbit when the
trajectory lies in the equatorial plane and is circular, on the
physical perigee in all elliptical cases, and on the equatorial crossing
for circular inclined trajectories. Column 2 gives the peak flux.
Columns 3, 4, and 5 indicate the spacecraft position in geocentric
coordinates at which the peak was encountered, while columns 6, 7,
and 8 determine respectively the time and the magnetic B-L coordinates
for this event. It should be noted that for the purpose of orbital
radiation studies all simulated flight paths start at t0 = 0 hours.
Finally, the last column indicates the total flux encountered during
B-4
that particular orbit. It is advisable to disregard the last line on
this table because many times that orbit is incomplete and the fluxes
or positions shown do not correspond to true peaks.
d) The Exposure Analysis Summary:
The summary is contained in the left half of this table as a
semi-independent and separate table. It indicates what percent of
its total lifetime T the satellite spends in "flux free" regions of
space, what percent of T in "high intensity" regions, and while in
the latter, what percent of its total daily flux it accumulates.
In the context of this study, the term "flux free" applies to all
regions of space where trapped particle fluxes are less than one pro-
ton or electron per square centimeter per second, having energies
E > 5., and E > .5 MeV for the protons and the electrons, respectively;
by definition, this includes all regions outside the radiation belts.
The concept of "trapped particle fluxes" is meant to include stably
trapped, pseudo-trapped, and transient fluxes, as long as they are
part of or contained in the environment models used and, in the case
of transients or pseudos, their sources are considered powerful enough
to supply them continuously in substantial numbers.
Similarly, we define as "high intensity" those regions of space
where the instantaneous, integral, omnidirectional, trapped-particle
flux is greater than 103 protons with energies E > 5. MeV, and
greater than 10s electrons with energies E > .5 MeV.
The values given in this table are statistical averages, obtained
over extended intervals of mission time. However, they may vary
significantly from one orbit to the next, when individual revolutions
are considered.
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e) The Time Account Breakdown:
The breakdown of orbit time is given in the right half of the
table, in the same semi-independent form as the summary. The table
shows the total lifetime spend by the vehicle in the inner zone
Ti (1.0 < L 5 2.8) and the outer zone TO (2.8 < L 5 11.0) of the
trapped particle radiation belt, and also the percent duration spent
outside that region (L > 11.0), which is denoted by Te (T-external),
such that for any mission.
T = Ti + To + T = 100%
The confinement of the outer zone within the boundary of the
L = 11.0 volume is arbitrary and has no physical meaning. It is
intended only as a simplification to facilitate our calculations.
The region considered "external" (L > 11.0) in this study is still
partially a domain of the outer zone, at least as far out as L = 12.0
earth radii, according to the latest electron models (Singley and
Vette, 1972).
A last item on this table: the inner zone time Ti may be sub-
divided into two parts: the percentage of time spent outside the trapping
region (1.0 < L < 1.1) and inside the trapping region (1.1 < L 2.8).
f) Table of Physical Perigees:
This table is produced only for elliptical orbits with non-trivial
eccentricities.
It contains, for each period (revolution), the orbit time in hours
at which perigee occurred and gives the perigee position in geocentric
latitude (degrees), east longitude (degrees), and altitude (kilometers
above sea level). It also gives the magnetic field strength B and
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the shell parameter L at that position and it lists the instantaneous,
integral, trapped particle fluxes (standard energies) encountered at
these B and L values.
As in the case of the "Peak" tables, it is again advisable to
disregard the last line because frequently the orbit is incomplete




a) The Time and Flux Histogram
This plot shows two curves superimposed on the same graph, namely,
one each for the variables "time" and "flux". Both are given as functions
of the parameter L (earth radii) within the range 1 L 10 on a semi-log
scale. The plot depicts: (1) by a plain curve the characteristic trajec-
tory intensities as obtained from the orbital integration process in
terms of averaged, integral particle fluxes above a given energy, over
constant L-bands of .1 earth radius width, and (2) by a contour marked
with symbols the percent of total lifetime (%T) spent in each L-interval.
The logarithmic ordinate relates to the time-flux variables. The
printed numbers are powers of 10 and pertain to the fluxes; the scale
values for the time curve are given in the upper part of the ordinate
label: from 10- 3 to 102 percent of T. The type of particles, their integral
energy, and the units, are all given in the lower part of the label. The
label on top of the graph lists some useful information about the trajectory.
b) The Spectral Profile
A graphical presentation of the final spectral distribution, obtained
from the orbital integration process. The plot is a semi-log graph,
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where the abscissa is a linear energy scale for integral particle
energies E0 in Mev, and the ordinate is a logarithmic scale for the
orbit integrated fluxes, given in daily averages for energies greater
than Eo; the printed scale values are powers of 10.
c) Peaks Per Orbit
Here the absolute peak intensities, encountered per period, are plotted
for the duration of the total flight time considered (1 period = 1 revolu-
tion = 1 orbit). The logarithmic ordinate relates to instantaneous
particle fluxes of the environment at the indicated energy threshold,
while the abscissa is a linear orbit enumeration.
d) World Map Grid Projection of Orbits
The trajectory is plotted for several revolutions on a global map
produced by a Miller Cylindrical Projection. The contours of the
continents have been omitted for clarity. The postiions of either
equatorial crossing, of physical perigee, or of period commencement
are indicated by numbers identifying the orbits shown in this graph.
For all trajectories, the distance between successive sequential
numbers is a measure of the orbit precession.
e) B-L Trace of Orbits
This plot shows the trace of the trajectory in B-L space on a semi-log
scale. Several orbits are usually depicted, each identified by its
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sequential number. The magnetic equator is entered on all plots.
The logarithmic ordinate relates to the field strength B in gauss; the





Parameters, Constants, Variables, or Expressions
designated as "standard" in the text
1. Standard Tables: set of tables as listed in Figure 1,
in the regular format described in
Appendix B.
2. Standard Plots: set of plots as listed in Figure 2,
in the regular format described in
Appendix C.
3. Standard Production Run: a production run processed on de-
fault options.
4. Standard Integration Stepsize: 'constant time increment of orbit
integration: 1' (60").
5. Standard Energies: protons E > 5. Mev and electrons
E > .5 Mev.
6. Standard Procedure: established procedure normally
followed vs. procedure followed in
special cases.
Table 2
B and L Extrema of Elliptical ISEE (IME) Trajectories
Trajectory Perigee Perigeee B-range L-range
# Hemisphere Altitude B-min B-max L-min L-max
(km) (gamma) (earth radii)
1 North 1366 * .22184 1.20 *
2 North 240 * .38175 0.99 *
3 South 1364 * .23927 1.28 *
4 South 240 * .41023 1.09 *
No values are available because calculation and storage of
B and L is suspended beyond L = 12 earth radii by an
(h,cl , )-sensitive test.
--- 
*4**.*t******* **- Tack
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5. AP6, APT; AE4, AE5. FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 *
s* ELECTRONELUXES. EXPNENTIALL-DXECAYEDTO 1973*-d--WIf LIFETIMES:--E.G.STASSINGPULOSEP-.VERZAR.IU ** CUTOFF TIMES: --- - - -**
* MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF. 1972 WITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 60-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973e0 **
4 EHICLE_ 1**EAL29D EG *.LNCLLNATIN=. 29DE1 AL*4ERLGGEf £L366K1AL*-APOGEE=140338KM** -B/L-ORBiT -TAPE- TO7963 ** -PER-OD a58-60-00
..***** --@t **###**#*#######*###********4***. P******Se*######**..******##********#**
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION : 'NORMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 5*000MEV **
ENERGY L - BAN D S ( M A G N E T I C SHELL P A R A M E T ER IN EARTH R A D I I) L- BANDS
-LEVELS - - 1.2 A*2.1A L 1l6*1.6-La*.*1.-2.0* *2.0-2.2 2*2-2.*4 2.4.-2.6* 6-2 8 42*8-3.0* *3.0-3.2* *3.2-3.4*
>(MEV)
*1000 0.0 2.12E 00 2.17E 00 2.50E 00 5.13E 00 2*26E 01 1.28E 02 5.48E 02 2.13E 03 1.15E 04 3.88E 04 9.65E 04
. L. 00 .o _I .53E_ .L.57E_00. 1 1 .0 .4E- 1. .1.0 _EL9.E 01-- I -26E (12 I8AE02 -- L. 51E_. 03 4. '7E03 . 41.E03--- -
3*000 0.0 1.29E 00 1.41E 00 1.57E 00 2.05E 00 2.97E 00 4.70E 00 7.62E 00 1.188 01 1.96E 01 2.87E 01 3.79E 01
... 500.0 ... .._ LEO_ ..0L- dE 0 1 .OE 00 1.0-.00_.O.E0-OO-l.O-E_00 1O O0E- 00-1.0E- 00 -1.00E 00 -1.00E-00 I.-OOE 00
10.00 0.0 4.81E-01 2.86E-01 1*92E-01 1.46E-01 158E-01 1.59E-G1 1.O1E-01 7.51E-02 6*21E-02 5*34E-02 4.64E-02
-20.00 .. 0 .. 251E~CL .55E02. JsE-2 23E-D2 2.49E-02 .2. 3Em--02 1.0OE-02 -5.75E-03 . 1.87E-03- .1-.30E-03 -.8*.50-04
30,00 0.0 1e94E-01 6.25E-02 2.02E-02 9.51E-03 7.98E-03 7.05E-03 3.31E-03 1.30E-03 4.18E-05 0.0 0.0
Q5a .. ... .1ZlF-I _ 2a B -E 02 5.5S5E-.03 L.62E3 B 6- _ E .-. iE-0A. 3.07E-04 -7.. 9E- 00 ..... 0 .- .0-..
100.0 0.0 7.62E-02 1.72E-02 2.83E-03 7.88E-C4 3.33E-04 1.51E-04 1.62E-05 0*O 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 0.0 2.98E 08 1.89E 09 4.25E 09 4.82E 09 2.87E 09 1.33E 09 6.92E 08 2.70E 08 7.03E 07 2.30E 07 8*14E 06
ENERGY L - BAN D S ( M A G N E T I C SHELL P A R A M E T ER IN EAR T H RAD I ) L- 8 ANDS
. LEVELS. A2.A-.* *. -- .BA* 43..8-A.4.0_,4 *-4,.Z* .----24._ *4 ,-. 64 -.- 4 .8 -. 4.8 5 o 0_ *5 .0--5. 2* o5. 2-5. 4*.A-5.6.*5.6L5-5. 8.-
>(MEV)
.1000 2.32E 05 8.96E 5O 2.76E 06 2.12E 07 1.83E 0? 1.59E 09 1.35E 09 1.33E 09 1*12E 09 8e*75E. 08 7.45E 08 5.91E 08
IO- O 1..- loa6E-04 .4.7O.0E.04.-I.12EQ05 5..50E.05 ."74E-07 1.16E 07- 3.69E 06 1.48E 06. 6.69E 05 312E-05. 2.27E-05 1.56E 05
3.000 4.87E 01 7.11E 01 9.73E 01 1.99E 02 6.58E 03 1.51E 03 o1.21E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
__,00o.._ .AIE. 0 E .2 .lQE 0fl.-9OP0 .L.0E O0 C...0 .0.1 0.0- 0.0 t -. 00...-- . . 0 --
10.00 4.17E-02 2.99E-02 4.76E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
20..00 -2.E_40. -_ . ... -- -. 0.0. .0.. .0 .. D...- 0. 0 0.0 .0.0 .0 - 0.0-
30.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_50.0 . . 0-0- . 0.0 ----... .. 0..0. 0. 0.0 0.0 . . 0.0 . . 0 _0.0 ... . - 0L0
100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0i0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 2*51E 0O 5.23E 05 1.20E 05 1.19E 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ENERGY L - BANDS ( M A G N E T I C SHELL P AR AM ET E R IN E A R T H R A D I I) L- 8 A N 0 DS
.- LEVELS .*... 86 **.f-b .2* *6.2-6.4 b- 6 6* *6.6-6.8* *68-7. 0 .0-7.2 ._Z2-7.4* *.4-7. 7.6*. t 7.6-_7 8*-47-.8=80. ..* . 0-OVR*_
>(MEV )
.1000 5.06E 08 4.14E 08 3.08E 08 2.41E 08 1.18E 03 5.56E 07 2.16E 07 8.98E 06 3.79E 06 1.69E 06 6*80E 05 4.81E 05
.olO0.0 - 26E_15--..02ED5 _ .27. 0-A 5.84.E 04 3.79.E .04 2.80E .04 .1.74E 04 .AI6E 04 7.9A-4E..03 5.55E 03.--3.63E- 03 -731E-03-
3.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
.5..000 - 0..-- . D .0 . 0.0..0.0. -.. ..-- O...0 .0. ...... 0 .. . .. ...-- - =-- 0 . .
10.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_20.00 -- .0 0 D__ _ .L._ .. . - .. .0 . 0. ..... . . .- --. Ot -a. 0 - -0.0 0
30.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
.50..00 .. ...-.. . .. .0 . . . O..t 0.0. - 0.0-.- 0.0.. 0.0 .0.0 .0-0-
100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 0*0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5, AP6. AP7; AE4, AE5. FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 1973. & WITH L-FETIMES:--.-G.STASS-I-NGPOULOS-P.R-EZAR--J-CUTFF-TIMES---- ----- 4-
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965e0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973e0 **
** VEHICLE IME#I .29DEG--** INCLINATIONt= 29D.- **-PER.c:-436 KM* w AP-noGE-14F -3t *-ZnL-OR IT T .. ..APE . .T796'3 * PERIOD- 5 ..600 **
- -********** t ********44*************** -- L8CT.O-N - -******************4*************---**----- ******** ****
toasesaasaasesatssst -ELECTRONS -Atasteetskte4tse- --- - -- - ---
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION : NORMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN *5000MEV **
ENERGY L B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R IN E A R T H R A D I L - B A N D S
LEVELS *1.0-1.2* 1.2-*14* *4-1.64 *1.6-1.* *1 .8-2.0* - 2*0-2.2* -*2.2-2.4* --*2.4-2.6--2.6-a* -2.-8-0-* 3.o-3.2* *3.-34*--
>(MEV)
*1000 0.0 6.21E 00 1.24E 01 3.08E 01 3.35E 01 4.57E 01 5.19E 01 3.06E 01 1e33E 01 7.92E 00 5.99E 00 5.81E 00
.5000 .0.0.- I.00E 0.0 1-0.E OnL-01.000 1- o-0 _-J.L0_E--0L-- 1- FE00 Le.0E--00- E.-0E-00 -..l 0---1 On n-0 0 00 1-.. n
1.000 0*0 8.74E-02 2.36E-01 1e89E-01 6.30E-02 4.01E-02 4*26E-02 7*89E-02 1o958-01 3,19E-01 3.60E-01 3.92E-01
e1.500 00 3.34E-02 -28E-04 7.53E-02 - 1.49E-02- 6.49E-Ol 5-7-3-03-- 61E-02--7.50E-0-2 -1-60E-OL---1,6-001- -. 94EO-
2.000 0.0 1.71E-02 6.81E-02 3.01E-02 4.20E-03 1.48E-03 1.06E-03 3.69E-03 3*22E-02 8.01E-02 8o62E-02 9*61E-02
2.500 00a 7.35E-03 2.60E-02 .1*05E-02- 1.1LE-03 2.98E-04 1.5-IE-04 5.49E-0A---8.98E-03- -3 27E-02 -3-752--02-4wl9--2---
3.000 0.0 2.71E-03 7.55E-03 3*16E-03 2.49E-0* 3.30E-05 b6.99E-06 2.95E-05 9.62E-04 8.24E-03 1.39E-02 1e53E-02
4.000 -- -0.0 20-  E-05 8.26E-05- -6.29E-05 3.618--5 - 3.23E-07--0-a - -- .5.30E0--. 0 -.- SE7O 5- --2 -0 .- 76E-.n--a-- 9-e-4
5.000 0.0 0.0 6.41E-08 1.06E-07 C.0 0.0 0*0 0.0 0*0 0*0 0.0 0.0
NURMFLUX= 0.0 2.58E 10 4.68E 10 2.45E 10 2.35E 10 1.37E 10 9.32E 09 8*71E 09 6.90E 09 8.02E 09 1.14E 10 1e48E 10
ENERGY L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D II ) L - BA N D S
LEVELS *2.4-3.6* *3.6-3.8* *3.8-4.0* *4.0-4.2*- *4.2-44* *4.4-4.6* -*4.6-4-8* --- *4.8-5.10* *-S- 024-5.2 - .* *5-4-5-6* *5-6--8*
>(MEV)
-1000 6.36E 00 5*93E 00 4.66E 00 3.83E 00 3.54E 00 3.33E 00 3.46E 00 3.66E 00 3.80E 00 3*86E 00 3.92E 00 3.94E 00
.5000 1 OOE 00 -1008 00 -. 00E 00 I.00E 00 1.00E 03 1.00E 00 I00E 0O I.00E 00- -.-0-OE 00- 1.O0E 00 -100E-00 --1e00.-0 -..
.le000 3.96E-01 3.83E-01 3.65E-01 3.55E-01 3.55E-01 3.54E-01 3.46E-01 3.37E-01 3.30E-01 3.23E-01 3*13E-01 2e84E-01
1.500 ---.- 1.98E-O1 1.92F-L -1-70-01- ..Le50E-01 .1.4 LE-&I 1.33E-01 1.27E-01 -o-21E-01-- 1*14EP4. -1 0L -1-- 93E"O2---8.72E"-2 .-
2.000 9.89E-02 9.57E-02 7.94E-02 6.37E-02 5.64E-02 5.03E-02 4.67E-02 4.37E-02 3.98 E-02 3*55E-02 3.15E-02 2*68E-02
2.500 4.51E-02- 4.76E-02 - 3.93E-02 2.84E-02 .2.38E-02 -2.01E-02 1.76E-02 - 1.55E-02- 1.31E-02- 1*08E- 02 8.89E-03--7.36E-03 -
3.000 .le75E-02 2.02E-02 1.77E-02 1.26E-02 9.55E-03 7.29E-03 5*74E-03 4.54E-03 3.53E-03 2,75E-03 2.18E-03 1.82E-03
4.000 5.21E-04 6.69E -04 -5.96E-04 3.94-E-04 2.68E-0-4 1.85-E-04 140E-04 1I08E-04- 8.11E-05 -6*OE-0S -444E-05 -3e48E-o-05---
5.000 0.0 1.48E-07 3.10E-07 5.68E-08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 1*78E 10 2.43E 10 3.29E 10 4.22E 10 4.56E 13 5.06E 10 4.49E 10 4.57E 10 4.37E 10 3.92E 10 3.95E 10 3.52E 10
ENERGY L- B A N D S ( MAG NE T I C SHELL PARAMETER IN E A R T H R A D II ) L - B A N 0 S
LEVELS *5.8-6.0* *6.0-6.2_6.2-6.4 -6*4-6*6*-*86*6--68* *6.8-7.0* *7*0-7.2* *7.2-7.4*-*7.A4-7.6*- 7*6-7-8* *7T8-80*-*8,-OVRt*-..-
>(MEV)
.1000 3.96E 00 4.32E 00 5.12E 00 6.11E 00 7.01E 03 7.76E 00 9.47E 00 1.26E 01 le68E 01 2.28E 01 3.12E 01 6.91E 01
.5000 . 1.0-0E 00 1.00E 00 -1.00E-00 1.00E 00 -1-.00 03- 1.00-E- 00- 1.00E 00 1.00E 00- 1.00E 00 -1e00E 00 1.-00E 00 -1.0E 00
1.000 2*55E-01 2.40E-01 2.36E-01 2.32E-01 2.09E-01 1.72E-01 1.47E-01 1.31E-01 1*18E-01 1.04E-01 9.16E-02 5*72E-02
1.500-- 7.d0E-Q2 6.87E-02 5S - 8E-02 6e09E-02_ 5.12E-02 3.9GE-2 3.13E-0-2. 2*72E-02 2.36E-02- 2.0IE-02 1 -70E-02- -633E--3
2.000 2.26E-02 1.97E-02 1.78E-02 1.60E-02 1.28E-02 8.87E-03 6.69E-03 562E-03 4*72E-03 3*88E-03 3,16E-03 8*23E-04
52-50 14E. g9E-03 .4E- 3 -- 42E-03 3.7-8E-03 -288E-03- 1e 93E-03 1.4 LE-43---1-5E-03- 9 E-8-4A---715---4 5~ 8E-0 9 07E-05----
3*000 1.54E-03 .le26E-03 9.81E-04 7.60E-04 5.60E-04 3.88E-04 2.86E-04 2.29E-04 1.78E-04 1.03E-04 5.38E-05 1.40E-05
.4.000 - 227E-05 -1 e-44E-C5- Z.87E-06- 4.23E-06 - 1.92--05, 6.33E-07 --O0- .. -- 00-- - 0O- -0.0 - 0.0----- -0.-----
5.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 3.19E 10 2.72E 10 2.34E 10 2.02E 10 1.55E 13 1.43E 10 1.e04E 10 7.45E 09 5e35E 09 3*56E 09 2.14E 09 3a09E 09
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5. AP6. AP7; AE4. AE5. FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 *
** ELECTRON-FLUXES .EXPONENT-LALLY DECAYED .TO- 1973. -6-WITH LIFETIMES---,G.STASSINCPUL-OS-P.VERZARIU.---CUTOFF--TIME- ---------
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 196!*0 eO-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
**VEELCLEI. IME&2 2QEi -- -IN CL.I NA QN$:=- 29DEG-*-PERIEE=- Z40 0Kht*r-A -AnOr&A0 0-RB -- T D96 3* PERIOD- 508600 a*
tesetet- - . - .. **..******** *****.****##****##********.*.***R.TN -- *********************************** -**-**-*--**-- *-*
. ***#attestsoe4Astsattesat -- PROTONS -. sasttsmsaassasts----- --
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION : NORMALIZED BY FLUX CF ENERGY GREATER THAN 5e000MEV **
ENERGY L -B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R IN EARTH R A D I I) L - BAN 0 S
LEVELS 1- .0-L1.2* *1.2-1.4* *20.4-16-*1..b-1.8.**1.8-20 *2.0-2.2* *2.2-2.* A2*4-2A6* _2.6-2.*-*2.8830*.-83.0--3-.2-*3.2-3-.4A*---
>(MEV)
*1000 3.40E 00 2.14E 00 2.19E 00 2.58E 00 5.15E 00 2*17E 01 1.27E 02 5.19E 02 2.02E 03 l105E 04 3.80E 04 9.36E 04
1.000- - 2.39E .00 1.5AE 00., 1.59E 00 L.6EO0- -3.56E 0).. 1.-05E O0.-3.E8SE 01 1.20E.-02- -30 -aE 2-3-40E03-4--sOE-03- E-- ------
3*000 l.44E 00 1.30E 00 1.41E OC e1.59E 00 2.06E 03 2*93E 00 4.69E 00 7.47E 00 1.15E 01 190E 01 2.85E 01 3.76E 01
5.000 1.00E 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 0.0 Ie.COE-00. -1.-OOE. 00 1.0OE 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 00- 1.OCE--0 I.OOE-00- 1.00E-0O0--1.OOE.-00--
10,00 6.75E-01 4.70E-01 2.88E-01 1.90E-01 1.45E-01 1.57E-01 1.60E-01 1.02E-01 7.56E-02 6*25E-02 537E-02 4.70E-02
20.00 4488E-01 2.41E-01 9.74E-02 4.11E-02-. 2.36E-02 2.47E-0.2 .2.43E-02 1.13E-02 -5.92E6-03 1.90E-03 1.32E-03--8.84E04----
30.00 4.55E-01 1.84E-01 6.43E-02 2*04E-02 9.72E-03 7.96E-03 7.00E-03 3.42E-03 1.39E-03 4.53E-05 0.0 0.0
50*00 . 34 94E-01 1. I08E-0 2.99E-02- 543E-O4 .. 1.74E-03 8.64.E-04 . 6._02E-04 3.2.1E-04-_._8.S5AE-05. ..... Oo. .0------ ---
100.0 2.86E-01 7.03E-02 1.81E-02 2,98E-03 8.40E-04 3.37E-04 148E-04 lo81E-05 0.0 0.0 0.0 OO
NORMFLUX= 1.30E 06 1.42E 08 1.18E 09 3.19E 09 3.16E 09 2.59E 09 1.11E 09 6.34E 08 2.55E 08 6.92E 07 2*28E 07 7*72E 06
ENERGY L B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A N E T E R IN E A R T H R A D I I ) L - BANDS
LEVELS _*34-3.64* 3.6-3o8* *3.B-4.0* *4.0-4.2*_&4.2-4*_ * 4.-4.6* *4..6-4.8* ~A.8-5o._*5.0-5.2* .5.2-5.4-5.4-5.6 45.6-5.8*-.
>(MEV)
.1000 2.26E 05 9.45E 05 2.82E 06 2.19E 07 1.86E 09 1.50E 09 .le36E 09 1.23E 09 I.OSE 09 8*64E 08 7.32E 08 5*865E 08
1.000 1*
6
3E 04 A4.90E-.04 1.13E 05 5.84E 05 .2.72E 07 1.16E 07 3.91E 06 1.36E 06 6.97E 05 3.17E 05 2.29E .05 1*57E 05---
3.000 4.83E 01 7.25E 01 9.66E 01 2*06E 02 6.37E 03 1.55E 03 1.21E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
__5.000 1.00E 0.0 _.eCOE 00-.(IOE _C00___ E00E. __.00 0.0 - 0.0 ...-.00 --- -. 0.0-- 0.0 --...... -- -.- .-
10.00 4.20E-02 2.68E-02 3.83E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
20.00 3.08E-04.0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 - 0.0 - .0 .-- 0.0 -
30.00 0.0 0*0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
50.00 0..0 0.0 .. 0..0 0.0 .0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0.0 0.0 0.0. .0-0 -....
100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX
=  
2*75E 06 4.83E 05 1.08E 05 1.10OE 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ENERGY L - BANDS (MAGNETIC SHELL PARAMETER IN EARTH RADII) L- BANDS
LEVELS *5.8-6*0*.*6.0-6.2* *6.,2-6.4* *6.4-6.6*_*6.6-6.8* *6.8-7.0* *7.0-7.2* *7.2-7.4* *7.4-7.6* 7.6-7.8**7.880**8.0-OyR
>(MEV)
*1000 4.69E E08 4.27E 08 3.10E 08 2.21E 08 1.16E 0S 5.28E 07 2.22E 07 8.30E 06 3*92E 06 1.53E 06 6.78E 05 4.64E 05
1.000. 1.17E.05 1*C7E 05 3.32E 04 5.45E .04 -3.71E 04 2.65E 04 .1.77E 04 1.11E 04. 8.09E-03- 5-07E 03 3.57E 03 .7.09E--03-
3.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.000... 0*0 ... 0.0 .. 0.0 0. 0.0 . . .0.0 . 0.0 .0.0 0.0 - O.O .. 0 0.0 00 .
10.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
__(20.=0_ 0 . _ . . . . 0 . . O .0- . . n0 0 _.. . ... L ... 0 .. O. -n..... ..
30.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-50.00.. 0.0 -. 0--.. _0._0 0.0 0.0 o 0.0 -00.0. .00, ..- 0 ..- 0.00. 0 .0...-
100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-mg,
@@ ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5. AP6, AP7; AE4, AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM Set* UNIFLX OF 1973 **
-- **--ELECTRQN--ClUXES -XPQNENTALLY---DE-A"ED-O-4-73e--6 WITH LIFE-TIMES--E.G.STASSINGPOULOS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: - . *
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES 8 AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965e.0 0-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
A UH-rj l* F IM F-2Q1G -- T--CL-NATOQN=-29D-25C ** RERIGE-E=----24gKM--*-A-OGE-E--44-38KX *-*--PERL-0R-48T- 60 7963 *-PR4OD- -6e-. 0
-*-*-*****tats*.**tesses****a***s***-- *ELECTRO-NS . ***********************s********-
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION : rORMALIZED BY FLUX GF ENERGY GREATER THAN .5000MEV **
-- - ----- -- --- .- - 44&&444444448@tae*tttetaa#aattsewsatsa~s
ENERGY L - BANDS ( M A G N E T I C SHELL P A R A M E T ER IN E A R T H R A D I I) L B A N D S
LEVELS * 0-L. *2-* .2-1.4**4-4 L. 6* * 1-6-A4.* -*1.8-2.0A *2.0-2.2* -*2.2-2.4*- *2.4-2.f* *2.*-28*-*8-3.O* *3.0-3.2*---*3.2-3.4-
>(MEV)
*1000 3.94E 00 6.20E 00 1.18E 01 3.14E 01 3.41E 01 4.52E 01 5.19E 01 3.17E 01 1e36E 01 8.02E 00 6.06E 00 5*77E 00
-.500-0- - -1-.00E--0 -.. 0_0E--0- 1-.-0OE--0-0-- 4. 0 CE--O 0- -1. -n 0-0--0- 1. 0-040 -. 4E- 0,0---.0-E00- .-1--0OF0-0 ---.- 0-OE- -00- - -- 000-1.-0O---O-
1*000 5*11E-01 8.95E-02 2.45E-01 e1.81E-01 6.02E-02 4.03E-02 4.25E-02 7.65E-02 1.90E-01 3.17E-01 3.58E-1O 3.92E-01
-- Ie500 -.-- Je23E-OL --. 47E2-02- - L.35E-01.- 7-05E-02- 4.39-02 6.26E-03 -- 5.72E--03 le52E-02- 7-44E-02 1.59gE-Ol 1 .75E-01 1-.94-E-0---
2.000 1.51E-01 1.78E-02 6.97E-02 2.79E-02 3.86E-03 1e50E-03 1.06E-03 3.40E-03 3.01E-02 8*01E-02 8.58E-02 9.57E-02
2.500- .. 45E 1-02--7--72E--03- 2 59E-02 9.72E-03 - -9.84E-04- 3.OZ2E-04- 1.51E-C4 4*97E-04- -8.-23E-03 -3.22E-02 3.75E-02 -4.47E-02
3.000 1e18E-02 2.87E-03 7.56E-03 2.93E-03 2.09E-04 3.42E-05 6.96E-06 2.58E-05 8.70E-04 7.70E-03 1.39E-02 1e52E-02
- -0--- -7.31E-=05--29E- 5 .- 97E- 45- -855--O 5- 2.62-46--*20E-07 -0----- 4 -1--07---1- 94E- 05 2- 8E-04- -- 3-.7-5-4--4.47-04-
5*000 0.0 0.0 5.01E-08 8.24E-08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 1.99E 07 1.25E 10 3.13E 10 1.96E 10 1.62E 1) 1.23E 10 7.70E 09 7.74E 09 6.29E 09 7.21E 09 1.12E 10 1.35E 10
ENERGY L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R IN E A R T H R A D I I) L - BANDS
- LEVELS-- 434=3 -6*---,3. 6-3-.B-_ *8---4-4e4-0-.-24-o-4.2A-.-2-4 .4-*-*4 -4.-4-. - 4-.4.-8 * -.8-5--O *-S. 2--.-2-5.44 S 4-.4- -- 6.-6-8-.8- -
>(MEV)
*1000 6.36E 00 5*89E 00 4.59E 00 3.84E 00 3.54E 02 3.33E 00 3.46E 00 3.67E 00 3.80EE 00 3*86E 00 3.92E 00 3.94E 00
*5-- .000 -. oDE -0-0 -1.00E-00 1.00E 00 1.OOE--00- 1.00E 03 1.00E-00- 1.00E 04 -4.OOE-00 4.OOE 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 00 Ie.OOE 0-0
1.000 3.96E-01 3*83E-01 3.64E-01 3.55E-01 3.55E-01 3.53E-01 3.46E-01 3.37E-01 3.30E-01 3.23E-01 3.13E-01 2.84E-01
-- 500O-C-- --- . 98E =-1 -. 91E0-1. -4- E69E0-OL-- I.4250E- - .42E--0--- 1 33E--01--4 2-7E--104--4- 12E -- -SE--0----.7E--4--- 94E-02- 8-73fE--02--
2.000 9.89E-02 9.55E-02 7.82E-02 6.38E-02 5.64E-02 5.33E-02 4.67E-02 4.37E-02 3.99E-02 3.55E-02 3.15E-02 2*68E-02
2.500 ---- 4.51--02 -4e78E -02--3.4E-C02- 2*84E-02 2-38E-02 2.01E-02 1.75E-02 1-54E-02 1.31E-02 --4*o8E-02 8.91E-03- -7-*36E-03
3.000 1.75E-02 2.03E-02 e174E-C2 1e26E-02 9.56E-03 7.28E-03 5*72E-03 4e53E-03 3.54E-03 2.76E-03 2.18E-03 1.82E-03
4.000 5 .21E-0A .- .6-76E--4 -5..84E-04- -.3.-95E-04 --2.68E-04 1*84E-04 1.40E-04 1.-8E-04 8.16E-05 -6.03E-05 -4.46E-05 3.18E-05 -
5*000 0*0 1.73E-C7 2.95E-07 5*81E-08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 1e82E 10 2.43E 10 3e08E 10 3.86E 10 4.55E 13 4.76E 10 4.51E 10 4.19E 10 4.26E 10 3.81E 10 3.85E 10 3.47E 10
ENERGY L - 8 A N DS ( MAG N E TI C SHELL P A R AMET E R IN EARTH R A D I II) L - BANDS 0
- LEVELS- - e8-6.0---6.0-62*-e.2-6.4*-*6.4-6.6* *6.6-6.8* *6.8-7.0 * -*7.0-72* *-72-7-4* --*74-76* *7.6-7.8* *7.8-8.0* *8. 0-OVR*
>(MEV)
.1000 3.96E 00 4.30E 00 5.15E 00 6.14E 00 7.01E 03 7*75E 00 9.46E 00 1e27E 01 .le69E 01 2*29E 01 3.12E 01 6.92E 01
-. 5000 --- OE-00O 4-1.-OE O0 -4.OE 00 -1-, C0OE -00 1.00- 02 1.00E 00 1OOE 00 1.00E 00 1-OCE-00 1.e00E 00 1.00E 00 1.GOE- 0-
1.000 2*56E-01 2.40E-01 2.36E-01 2.32E-01 2.09E-01 1.72E-01 1.47E-01 1.31E-01 1.18E-01 1.04E-01 9.15E-02 5.70E-02
1.500_ -e62E-02 688E--02 - 6a-.4-&7E-02_ 6- o8E-02. 5.17E-02 3.l.-0-2O 3.13E-02 2.7-IE-022.35E-02 2.O0E-02 - .70-02 - 6.-2-7-E-03 -
2*000 2*27E-02 1*98E-02 1.77E-02 e1.59E-02 1.27E-02 8*89E-03 6.69E-03 5.61E-03 4.71E-03 3*86E-03 3*16E-03 8.09E-04
-- 2.50 - 6.- L2Ef- .3 -5.1 5E--3 A. 0E03- _3 76 - n 2 BRE--3_ 1. I-30-03-1 .A- -- 4-45---03-- 9e3 8E-44--57-9 4-- -5e2 7 ----. S-8 05--
3*000 1eSSE-03 1.26E-03 9e75E-04 7.55E-04 560E-O0 3.89E-04 2.86E-04 2*28E-04 1e76E-04 1*01E-04 5.38E-05 1.39E-05
4.000 -2.28E-05 e1.46E-OS- 7-75E-06 4.15E-06-- 1.92E-05 6.46E-07- 0.0 - - 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -- 0.0-- -.
5.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 2.96E 10 2.80E 10 2.35E 10 e1.88E 10 1.52E 13 e1.35E 10 1.06E 10 7e.01E 09 e5.48E 09 3.25E 09 2.11E 09 2.99E 09
** ORBITAL FLUX .STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5 AP6, AP7; AE4. AES. FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM *t UNIFLX OF 1973
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXP.ONENTIALLY DECAYED-TO 19-73e -- WITH-LIFETIMES:-E.G..STASSINOPCULOS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF-TIMES: ....... t
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF .1972 WITH ALLMAG; MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 eO80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
-- A VFHICLE IME #3,29D EI._INCLINATION-29DEG_._. 
-P-ERIGEEa-1-364K.MAL.~ AR2GEE 139 R33KM .**- BL O-R -T-TAP -- 6167-t*t- PERI- O---S .640-*
. ............. 4**********.****************** *** .... * PROTONS.****** t*** * t** t*t* ... ............. . .
- ***********A*******k******** -- PROTONS -- ttwtwtttsesttsae
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION : 10RMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 5.000MEV **
ENERGY L - B A N D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I I I L -B A N D S
- LEVELS *1-O-.2* *1*2-1*At 1*-.l..6* *1-o6-1..8* -1.8-2._0.* *2*0-2.2* *2.2-2.4*..*2.4-2.6* *2.6-2*8* 42.8-3.0* *3.0-3.2*-*3.2-3.4*-
>(MEV)
*1000 0.0 2.13E 00 2.22E 00 2.35E 00 5.17E 00 2.09E 01 1.10E 02 4*81E 02 2.08E 03 1.14E 04 5o02E 04 1014E 05
1.0Q ... 0.0 . 1.53E.O_ 1.61E 0O0 .. 70E .00 -3.-57E.- 0D.. 1.03E. (11 3.47E-01- 1.08E 02_-3-61E 02.--,14.7E 3---..04E-43.- 962E.03-. -
39000 0*0 1.31E 00 142E 00 l153E 00 2.06E 0 2.94E 00 4.50E 00 7.18E 00 1e14E 01 1.94E 01 3.12E 01 3.99E 01
-5*000 0.0 . 1.00E.00 .1*00E 00 .. 00E.-00 1.00E-03 1.00E--00 1.00E 00 1*00E 00 -1.00E 00 1.00E-00 1.00E 00 -I.00E 00
10.00 0.0 4.52E-01 2.96E-01 1.98E-01 1.47E-01 1.59E-01 1.64E-01 1.OIE-C1 7.58E-02 6.26E-02 5.24E-02 4.52E-02
- 20.00 000 - 2.2E-l1 .1.02E-01 4.33E-02. 2.38E-02 2.56E-02 -2.55E-02 1.14E-02--5.97E-03 1.90E-03 1*24E-03 6.21E-04
30.00 0.0 1.67E-01 6.70E-02 2*07E-02 9.63E-03 8.57E-03 7.48E-03 3.67E-03 1.42E-03 3.93E-05 0.0 0.0
0:0... 0.0- .---. 9.48E-02_.3*0IE-02__ 5. 0LE 03 3 1 .. 66E-03 -1.OE-03 .6.6 IE-04 3,93E-04---8_81E-F-05 O ....- 0.04-- --- 0. 0
100.0 0.0 6.10E-02 1.85E-02 2.80E-03 8.08E-04 3.79E-04 e1.67E-04 1*99E-05 0*0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 0.0 4.30E 08 2.32E 09 4.49E 09 4.99E 09 1.80E 09 1*12E 09 5e84E 08 2*17E 08 5e82E 07 1.56E 07 5.56E 06
ENERGY L - 8 AN D S ( A G N E T I C SHELL P A R A M E T E R IN E A R T H R A D I I L - BANDS S
-- LEVELS *2e4-3..6* _*3.6-3.8* *3.8-4.0* *4.0-4e2.*__*4e.-4.4*. *4.4-4. *t.-*4e6-4.8*..*4.8-5.0* *50-5.2*-- 952-5.4. 5.4-5o*-*56-5*.
>(MEV)
.1000 2*61E C5 9.96E 05 .2.96E 06 3*07TE 07 7.50E 0 5.38E 08 5.57E 08 4.49E 08 4*61E 08 4.42E 08 2.52E 08 2*35E 08
1..000. . 1.82E 04 -5.12E_-4 llaBE-05 7.71E.05 9.67E 05-. 3.67E-06 1.25E 06 5*22E 05 2.85E 0-5 1.66E 05 7Tl6E.-04 613E 04 ---
3.000 5.02E 01 7.36E 01 9.94E 01 2.52E 02 2.26E 03 4.26E 02 3.38E 00 0.0 0.0 OO 0.0 0.0
R-0j _0 .... 10OE 00 .. 1.OA0. 1.00E _0 _l.0_.OE .00- - 00 -- *0 - .0.0 - -0.. ----- --0-o- .-0*0 - - .0- ---.-0..----.
10.00 3*86E-02 2.85E-02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0 0.0 O*C 0.0 0.0 0.0
. 20.00 . 1.68E-0.4. 0.0... .00 0.0 .00 . O . O. 00 0 0 0.0 -00 000-- 0.0
30.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
._.50900 .0.0 0.0 0.0, 0*0. - .00 _ 0.0. . 0.0 0.0 .00..... -0.0 - 0.0 0.0
100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= le86E 06 4.13E 05 .le04E 05 8.37E 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 0.0 00
ENERGY L - 8 ANDS ( MA G N E T I C S H ELL P,AR AMET E R IN E A R T H R A D I I L -B A N D S
.-- LEVELS _ *_5*8-6.0* 64'6Q-."2* *6.2-6.4* .*6.A-6.6* _*6.6-6.8* *6.8-7_0. _ *7.0-7.2*_ 47.2-7*4* *7.4-7.6* 7*6-7*8* --7.8-8.0o* -*Bo0-OVR*_._
>(MEV)
.1000 2.13E CE .le63E 08 1.19E 08 9.02E 07 5.54E 07 2.09E 07 8*,05E 06 3.85E 06 1.63E 06 5*51E 05 3*l3E 05 1e73E 05
-. O00_... - 5e43E .04_ 3.94Ek 04 3.0.IE 04 2.34E .04 1.72E..04. 1.07E.04. 6.66E 03 4.69E 03 3.44E. 03 1,80E. 03 1*72E 03 2._72E-03-..
3.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
S .00_ 0.0..... .0..00 .0.0 ....... 0.0--------0.0-. ... 0.0 . 00.0 ..00 0.0 - - 0.0.... . ....... .. 0.0 ............10.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00
.00 0_ 0. 0- 0. __.0 O-__......0............... 0.... _ .... , O.... _ 00
30.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
._50.0-0-0 0.... .OO -- 0..0. .. -..... O.......0 0 . -0.0 OO . . . ...0.-- -- 0.-.0.0 - 00_ 0.. .... 0.0 -100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0;0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 0*0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 OO
,, ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES APS, AP6, AP7; AE4, AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 *
t ELECTRON FLUXES-EXPONENTLAL-Y EFAYE -- TQl-1973- 6- W L-TI-a . 4 FETIMES:--E.G.-STASSING 
-ULOS&P-VERZART4- *-CAUTOFF-TIMES:- 
--- -
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 bITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973*0 *
- VE LCLF--:- ME -29DEG-t4*- INCINATION=- 29DEG-* 4I GE- .364KM ,, ,PoGEE-'3963KM 
--- LRI o..T TAPE TD6167 ** PERIOD- 58.,600
* - ***********a******e*******E****TR**NS*********t**************.**.******** 
** ---- -** -_*****satattaststa~atessasttask 
- EECT RONS .Atsssaeatststtt4-
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION : NORMALIZED BY FLUX OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 5000MEV **
ENERGY L- B A N 0 S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R IN E A R T H R A D ) L - B A N 0 S
LEVELS *1.0-1.2* Il*2- .A* * 14-*6A-. 6-I 81 &-2.O* *2.--2.* *2.2-2.4*.--
>(MEV)
.1000 0.0 6.03E 00 1.06E 01 2.80E 01 3.34E 01 4.87E 01 5.38E 01 3.34E 01 1.33E 01 7.97E 00 Se95E 00 5*86E 00
.5000- . 0.0__ -I. 00E.-0- ---. OE-.-0-0 -4--O-OE- 000- ---- ,-F 00 1-t - 000,0EP 00
1.000 0.0 9.74E-02 2.17E-01 2.14E-01 6.35E-02 3.99E-02 4.18E-02 771E-02 2*00E-01 3*18E-01 3e61E-01 3.93E-01
1.500 - 0.0 - - 3. 95E---2-- 1-. 17E-41- ,- 9.30E-002 -. 1.50E-02 -6.06E-0-3 S6.&1E-03- -1-E-02 -7-9-3E-2--160E-04 
--1-.77E- --- 1-95-04-
2.000 0.0 2.08E-02 6.52E-02 3.87E-02 4.23E-03 1e45E-03 1.07E-03 3e38E-03 3.55E-02 8*05E-02 8o65E-02 9e65E-022.500 0.O 9.20E-03-2.66E-42 1.34E-02- 1.11---03 2*88F4---4---57--4 8"-- O-E 04 -4.44E-02-.-325E-02-36E-O2--42-E02-
3*000 0.0 3.50E-03 7.87E-03 3.93E-03 2.46E-04 3.00E-05 7.50E-06 2.46E-05 1.17E-03 7.89E-03 1.39E-02 1*54E-02
*4.0 ao -a0- -- A Za-0 -Z---7'E-.3.5. 7- -3.5E-6-.15E-0-0-.0--- 
-7-2E 7285-0 2 1E-0 3 76E-04 14 23i-045.000 0.0 0.0 4.75E-08. 1e64E-07 0.0 0.0 0*0 e0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 0.0 3.94E 10 6.94E 10 2.51E 10 2.45E 13 9.13E 09 7.58E 09 7o23E 09 5*63E 09 6*62E 09 1.18E 10 1.49E 10
ENERGY L - 8 A N D S ( MAG N E T I C S H E L L PARAMETER IN E A R T H R A D I I L - B A N 0 S
-LEVELS *3. 4-.2 *6* -*. 
-3.*-38-4-.0* -*4 n 4.2*--*4.-2-4 .4'a *.4-46* *4--4.-*L*4 
- -* * P'5-0-5.2* * 5-2 S-4 *5-1-5-6* P.65*8
> ( MEV j
.1000 6.37E 00 5.95E 00 4.64E 00 3.82E 00 3.51E 03 3.32E 00 3.46E 00 3.66E 00 3*8CE 00 3*86E 00 3.92E 00 3.94E 00
*5000 1.00E. 00- -. OOE- 00 1.00E 00G- -1.OOE -00 I.OOE-03 -1 .000- 00-- -1-E 0 - 1.00EO---i,-OOE-00- 1OOE5-00- w-OE- 00--- '--O- 00--
1.000 3.96E-01 3*84E-01 3.65E-01 3.55E-01 3.55E-01 3.53E-01 3.46E-01 3*38E-01 3.30E-01 3.23E-01 3.13E-01 2*85E-01I*00- 
-1-198E-0 11*92E-4L --- 7-0&-0E----0---5OE--01--1.44--501--1 
.- 3 50,- 1.27Z-44-422E-0_1 1 -1-01 o7 E-04- 9E802---&-7Ea--
2.000 9.88E-02 9.58E-02 7.91E-02 6.34E-02 So57E-02 5.ODE-02 4.67E-02 4.38E-02 4.04E-02 3.55E-02 3.14E-02 2.68E-022.500 - . 4.51E-C2 -4-75E---02 -3-9LE-02--2.82E-02 2.34E-02 1.99E-02-- 1.75EO2---e55E-02--1-34E-02--1-.-8E-2- 
-. 25- 3- -7*-E38---03-
3.000 1.76E-02 2*01E-02 1.765-02 1.24E-02 9.27E-03 7.16E-03 5.72E-03 4.56E-03 3.66E-03 2.77E-03 2e.6E-03 1.83E-034e000 - 5.30E-OA--6.65E-04 5.94E-04--3*88E-04- 
-2.e57E-04 1.80--04 1.40E-04- -1.-09E-04 --8- 7E--05 64.45-45E -4~39E-05--320-4-
5.000 0.0 1.25E-07 3.12E-C7 4.005-O08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0*0 0.0
NORMFLUX= le66E 10 2*41E 10 3.32E 10 4e45E 10 4.86E 13 4e40E 10 4.58E 10 3.82E 10 4*41E 10 4*87E 10 3.44E 10 3*45E 10
ENERGY L - BANDS ( M A G NETIC S H E L L PARAM ETER IN EARTH R A D I I L - 8 AND S
LEVELS-- 45*-6.0*.6.0-6.a* *.2-6.4A *6.4-6-d* A6-66"-8 *6.8-7.0* .*70---2*-*7.2-7-4* *-7.4-2.6-*-*76-7. 
-*7.8-.0 *8-0 o-Vt*-
>(MEV)
.1000 3e96E 00 4.32E 00 5.13E 00 6.08E 00 7.00E 03 7.78E 00 9.47E 00 le25E 01 1.71E 01 2.30E 01 3*16E 01 7.155 01
*5000- .1*00E 00 1- OE 00- -. 0E 00-. 1L.OOE-00- -1.00E 00- 1.O- O-- 1-.00E-OO 1.00E -0-0 OE-.0---0- 1O-0- 1t.-0- OE-40--F-OOE 
---l1000 2.55E-01 2.40E-01 2*36E-1O 2.32E-01 2.1OE-01 1.71E-01 1.47E-01 1e32E-01 1*17E-01 1.04E-01 9.I1E-02 5*51E-021.500 7.61E-02.- 6.a7E-02 -6. o47E-02-. 6.-OE--0- 5.20E-02 - 3*87E-02--- 3-1-E-.02 2.7E-02 -2e34E-2--2-0E-02 --1-e69E-02-- 5: 6a9
2.000 2.26E-02 1.97E-02 1.78E-02 1.60E-02 1.29E-02 8.78E-03 6.69E-03 5*65E-03 4.68E-03 3.85E-03 3.13E-03 6.90E-04
2.S0 - . 6.1-ni .13E-n3.453 -..3-n T.-7aE-n .9.03n 1.9n-0 a 14- -- L646-0n- 9T3n-04--7 0 nSE- 4 522-04 6 045-05
3.000 1.54E-03 .le25E-03 9e78E-04 7e65E-04 5e65E-04 3.84E-04 2.86E-04 2.30E-04 1.74E-04 9.93E-05 5.27E-05 1.24E-054.000 2.28E-05- 1.43E-05-- 7.80E-06. 429E-06-- 1.99E-05 5*78E-B07- 0-0--- - - .0----0 4---- -00 -- -0 -0-------.0--
5.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 3.38E 10 2.71E 10 2.25E IC 1.92E 10 1.76E 1) 1.37E 10 9.77E 09 7.70E 09 5.86E 09 2.92E 09 2e.49E 09 2.86E 09
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5, AP6, AP7; AE4. AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
**..ELECTRON. FLUXES-.EXPONENTIALL-Y DL)ECAYED -TO-1.973. .6-WI.TH .- LIFETIMES:-.E .G.STASSINCPCULOS&P.VERZARIU **-CUTOFF--TIMES:- -- ---
*# MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 19655*C O80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
SVEHICLE IME#4 2_.9EG .* *_INCLINATION= 29D.EG ...- PERIGEE - 24OK *.*-. APCGEE=1384 . 70KM-** .B/L .. RS.IT TAPE--TD6167- -** . .ZOD .5O.6 ...- **
. . ....... **.'*****. *** *# t t . * .* .*t t .t*t.* .... PR OT-ONS -. ..... *:*************************s .... ..... ......
** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION : NORMALIZED BY FLUX CF ENERGY GREATER THAN 5000MEV **
ENERGY L - 8 A N 0 S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R IN E A R T H R A D I I ) L - B A N D S
LEVELS- .0-1.21.2-1.* *1.4-1.6* *I.6-1I.8*. *1.8-2.0* *2.0.-2_.2_*. 2.2-2.A*2.4-2* 2.a6-2.88 *.*2.a-3o0.* *3.0-3*2.*-3..4*. -
>(MEV)
.1000 3.42E 00 1.97E 00 2.11E 00 2.49E 00 4.12E 03 2.23E 01 e1.60E 02 5.12E 02 2.12E 03 lel7E 04 3.59E 04 7.88E 04
_ 1.000. -.. 2.._5E.0 ._I.43E_.0 . 1.5E..0__O0. ._.80E.0.0__2."E 0.3 . 1.0 01 .4.55E. .01 ..__.1AE 02. .. 3_2E_-02A.I5E_03-3.ADE--_-. -1E--03-
3.000 1.42E 00 1.26E 00 1.41LE 00 1.56E 00 1.92E 03 2.99E 00 4.94E 00 7.28E 00 1.16E 01 1.95E 01 2.78E 01 3.57E 01
- 5.000 . .00E 00-. l._.CE 0 1.D__l_.OE. O- 1000OE - _1..00E I O 1-3 OOOE.00 l.0-I.OE-O0--.1.OOE.00 -- 1.OGE- 00.. 1.-.OE .00- .00E--00-- t-.OOE--00-.
10.00 7.02E-01 4.78E-01 2.63E-01 1.98E-01 1SOE-01 .61E-01 1.51E-l01 9*92E-02 7.49E-02 6.25E-02 5.50E-02 4.80E-02
20.00 .e26E-0- 2.44E-01_.E7..gE 02 - 4 64E- 02 .- 2.52E-02 - 2.58E-02 -2.25E-O2--I-11E-02 - 5.76E-03 1.90E--03 .-.-37E--03-- -9_5gE-04-.
30.00 4.94E-01 1.81-C1 4.80E-02 2.56E-02 1.05E-02 8.48E-03 6.73E-C3 3.65E-03 1.33E-03 3.39E-05 0.0 0.0
.50.00 .. 4..35E- 0.1.. .I,01E-_.l .. SE--O2__8. 1.2E-3-_ 1.BE.E03.- -9.3 E--_6.23E-04-- 4*0.E--4--7.A.05--.00 ..-. .-00- .........--.....
100.0 3.15E-01 6.60E-02 1.1OE-02 4.33E-03 9.16E-04 3.63E-04 1.37E-04 1.83E-C5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 1.03E 06 2.48E 08 2.OOE 09 6.87E 08 4.00E 09 2.03E 09 9e27E 08 4.58E 08 2.19E 08 5.64E 07 1.38E 07 1.03E 07
ENERGY L - BANDS ( MAG NETIC S H E L L PARAMETER IN E A R T H R A DI I I L - B A N D S
SLEVELS.- ..--- 4-3. 6..* a~--3.8 " .. 8.-A-4 44--. 4- 2 _*4.0 *A.2-4.4* *4.4-4.6* .6=4. 8.& 4.*85.0*--*5*0-5..2 5.2-5.4*-.54--56~*-5..6-5 8 -
>(MEV)
*1000 2.04E 05 8.56E 05 2.67E 06 1.61E 07 7.11E OB0 6.59E 08 5o46E 08 5.15E 08 3e77E 08 3e52E 08 2e61E 08 2*75E 08
1.000 .I.._50E_ 04 __4.54E. 04 _.1.07E 05..4.59E .D5-1..01.7E 01 5.32E. 06 . 1.50E 06 .5.73E 05 .2.18E 05 1*31E 05 --7.60E.-04 7.54E- 04--
3.000 4.70E 01 7.01E 01 9.56E Cl 1.70E 02 2.54E 03 7.55E 02 6.95E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
S5.000 . l..ODEO.O_ .1.._OCE 00- _1 . E_.0 0 _.0 . .l.cCE..00. 0.0 ..... ... 0.0. . ..0..0.0 0.0 -"0. ..
10.00 4.26E-02 3.10E-02 3.40E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
20.00 . 4.35E-04 0.0 0.0. 0.0.. .0 0....... . .0 .-0.0 .0.0 -. 0.0 .. 0. -----..-- --o.0. -
30.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
50.00 .. .0.0 -.0.0-Co . 0.0 .. . 0. __0. 0.3 .. .. 0.0 .. 00.0 0.0 0.0 -..... 0 0 0... ...  -0
100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 2.91E E06 5.24E 05 1.13E 05 1.39E 04 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Oeo 0.0 0.0
ENERGY L - BAN D S ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E P IN E A R T H R A D II ) L -8 A N D S
LEVELS 5...* -6.0* .*6.0-6.2--*6.2-6.44 *6.4-6.6* *6.6-6.8* *6.8-7.0* *7.0-7.2*-*7.2-7.4*- 7.4-7.6* *7.6-7.8* *7.8-8.*_l*50-OVR*-
>(MEV)
.1000 1.63E e08 1.48E 08 1.20E 08 8.67E 07 4.36E 07 2.33E 07 8.57E 06 3.15E 0C6 1.70E 06 6.68E 05 2.65E 05 1l88E 05
__1.000 4.-01E 04_.3.b2E 04.. 3.24E 04 2.22E 04 1.32E 04 1.17E 04 6.62E 03. 4.05E 0.3 3.16E 03 2.16E 03 1.39E 03. 2.82E 03
3.000 0.0 Coo 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
.5.000 0.0 -. 0.0 .. 0.0 - 0.0 - . 0. 0 ... .0. ... 0. . 0.0 0.0 .- _ 0.0 ... ...
10.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Co0 0.0 0.0 0*0
0_,,00 . O.n_Q . . . . 0,,0 ... . . . 0 D D.... . ,-0 . . 0 .0 ... . . .. O .C .. .. . ... 0.0 ... . .. 0. .. . =0 O .. ... ... _ O ... .. . )=J - ... .
30,00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
50.00 . - 0.0 .. 0 . .. ..... 0.0-- . . 0,-.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 .. . - 0.0 ._ 0.0. -0.0 .. O -.. ....-0-.0 ..-.
100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
***-**111.l*.,. 4tt'**********.**********-***.***.*-.**** ** *** 
-********** **
*0 ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES APS. AP6. AP7; AE4. AES. FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
-- ELEI.CTRON - FLUXES EXP-O-NENT-IAALL--OEGA-YED TO-1973-- 6 WI-TH-LI-FETIMES- E.G_-STASSI-NOFOULOS&P-.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIME-S:- - --
* MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965e0 20-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
- .-VE ICLE -- iMEA4 29DEG - -t**--INCLLINATION=-2908EG- 4-u 4ERIGE- -- 240KM-**- APOGE-E=1-.3847-KM--** 8/1L-0R4-T -TAPE-D616 74*---PERIOD-= 6800--** -




** SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION : NORMALIZED BY FLUX CF ENERGY GREATER THAN e5000MEV *t
ENERGY L - B A NDS ( M A G N E T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T ER IN E A R T H RADII ) L - BANDS
LEVELS- 6-.4 -- 2. e1r'-Ae4L 4t-4--4 .6a 1.6-8-1.8-2.0* -*2.o---.2* *22-2*.4 2.4 -2.e* *2.6-2.8* *2.8-3*0* *3.0-3.2* *3.2-3.4*-
>(MEV)
*1000 3.37E 00 6.08E 00 1.49E 01 3.56E 01 3.29E 01 4.83E 01 5.23E 01 3.31E 01 .le31E 01 7.91E 00 6.24E 00 5.64E 00
- .000- .D-0 E.-- O--I.-0R 0 10 0OE- 40- a IOE O 00 -O-103- _0F 00 OE-0-0-0----00E--0- 1.00E--00--I.0-0E- 0- -.- OOE- O-- leO0E ---
1.000 5.51E-01 8.20E-02 2,86E-01 1.74E-01 7.00E-02 3.97E-02 4e3E-02 7,98E-02 2,01E-01 3.19E-01 3.54E-01 3*89E-01
.Le500 - --- 3.67E01--2.96E-02 .4.61E-01- e-4E-O0- 1.74E-02 5* 7E-03 5.98E-03 1.62E-02-- 7-.94E-02 1,60E-01 1,73E-01 -1.92E-01
2.000 1.86E-01 1.45E-02 7.63E-02 2.45E-02 5. 01E-C3 1.43E-03 1*04E-03 3.62E-03 3.52E-02 8*01E-02 8,46E-02 9e44E-02
-- 2.500 - 6.27E--02 -5.96E-03 -2.66E-02 -8e63E-03- L--36E-03 2.8&3E-04 1.38E-04 5.25E-04- 1.02E-02 3.28E-02 3.73E-02 4#07E-02
3.000 1.91E-02 2.09E-03 7.26E-03 2e65E-03 3.16E-04 2.87E-05 5.98E-06 2.67E-05 1.13E-03 8.62E-03 1.39E-02 1.48E-02
-- O .. -1. 4-9E---04 e-831E-05 -9.56E-05- -5e42E-05--4.67E--05- 2.21E-07-- "0- - 3.95E-0-7 -2w67 05 - - .34---4 -- 3.-73E-04- -4.07E-O4-
5*000 0.0 0.0 1.18E-07 5.80E-08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= 1.15E 07 2.08E 10 3.39E 10 5.30E 09 2.03E 13 1.02E 10 6.94E 09 5.80E 09 5.64E 09 6.88E 09 7.68E 09 1.52E 10
ENERGY L- 8 A N U S ( M A G NE T I C S H E L L P A R A M E T E R I N E A R T H R A D I ) L - 8 A N D S
LEVELS.- 3_4_ *3.6-3.8* *3.8-4*0* *4.0-4.2* 44.2-4.4* *4.4-4.6* *4.6-4.8* *4.8-5.C* *5.O-8.2* AS-5.4* *5.4-5-6-*- *5.6-5.a* -
>(MEV)
e1000 6.35E 00 5.95E 00 4.61E 00 3.87E 00 3.57E 00 3.32E 00 3e46E 00 3.68E 00 3.BCE 00 3.86E 00 3.92E 00 3.94E 00
-5000- -- 1.00 OO--- 1OE- 00. I-.OOE 00 1.oOE .00-1.00.E 03 1.00E 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 00 1.00E 00 100E 00 1.00E O0 1.00E 00
1.000 3.96E-01 3.84E-01 3.64E-01 3.55E-01 3.55E-C1 3.54E-01 3.46E-01 3.37E-01 3.29E-01 3.23E-01 3.13E-01 2.83E-01
--. 50-0~ -1.98E-01-. 1.92E-01 -- 1-69E-01 L-5IE--01-1.43-A1 - 1.33E-01 4.27E-01 1.e2-1E-01 e114E-0-1 -- 1.07E-01- 9*94E-02---8.68E-02
2.000 9.90E-02 9.58E-02 7.86E-02 6.46E-02 5.72E-02 5.04E-02 4.67E-02 4.34E-02 3.97E-02 3.54E-02 3.15E-02 2.66E-02
2.500- -- 4.51-02 4.76E-02 -3-88E-02- 2.90E-0-2- 2.43E-02 2.0-IE-02 e1.76E-02 .le53E-02 .le30E-02 le08E-02 8.92E-03 7.30E-03
3*000 1.74E-02 2.01E-02 1.75E-02 le29E-02 9*.85E-03 7.33E-03 5.74E-03 4.44E-03 3.52E-03 2.75E-03 2.18E-03 1.81E-03
-4.0XO - - 5.15E-04--6-6ZE-04- 5e89E-04 4.-LOE-04 2e79E-04 1.86E-04 1.40E-04 1.06E-C4 8.CSE-05 5.99E-05 4.46E-05 3.14E-05
5.000 0.0 le43E-07 3.09E-07 7#85E-08 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NORMFLUX= .le74E 10 2.39E 10 2*96E 10 3.51E 10 4.36E 13 5.16E 10 4.52E 10 4.40E 10 2.68E 10 3.94E 10 3.49E 10 4.03E 10
ENERGY L -BANDS ( M A G N E T I C SHELL P A R A M E T ER IN EARTH R A D I I) L - BANDS
-LEVELS - *5.8=6*0 4*_6.0-6.2*..*6.2-6.4* *6.4-6.6* *6-.-6.8* *6.8-7.0* *7.0-7.2* *7.2-7.4* *7.4-7.6* *7.6-7.8* *7.8-8.0* *8.0-OVR*
>(MEV)
.1000 3.96E 00 4.34E 00 5.16E 00 6.13E 00 6.99d 03 7.74E 00 9.50E 00 1.25E 01 1.66E 01 2*27E 01 3.12E 01 6.92E 01
--. 5000-- 1.00E -00 1.0-0E.00 -1.OE 00 1.00E- 00 1.00E 03 1.00E 00 1.00E CO 1.00E CO 1.00E 00 100E 00 1.e00E 00 1.00E 00
1.000 2.52E-01 2.40E-01l 2.36E-01 2.32E-01 2.10E-01 1.73E-01 le.46E-01 1e32E-01 1.18E-01 e104E-01 9.16E-02 5.72E-02
.1S500 - -7.47E-02._ 6-86E-02 -s6.46E-02 6.09E-02 5.20E-02 3e93E-02 3.,13E-02 2.Z3E-02 2.37E-02 2,01E-02 1.70E-02 6e37E-03
2.000 2.22E-02 1.97E-02 1.77E-02 1.60E-02 1.29E-02 8.95E-03 6e68E-03 5.65E-03 4.76E-03 3.89E-03 3.16E-03 8,.33E-04
_..,f -- 5e95E-03-511E-03_4-39E-03 .737--03. 2.91E-03 1,95E-03 1e40E-03 1.16E-03- 9,52E-04 -7.15E-04 5.2-9E-04-.-9e35E-05-
3.000 1e51E-03 1,25E-03 9.71E-04 7.56E-04 5*55E-0t 3e92E-04 2.85E-04 2.30E-04 1,81E-04 1.03E-04 5.41E-05 1.44E-05
-4.000 . 2.17E--05 -J-4lE---5-- .-- 0-- -4-6E-06 -1*97E-05 6.41E-07 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0 - 00
5.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0*0
NORMFLUX= 2,69E 10 2.45E 10 2.31E 10 1.88E 10 1.36E 13 1.48E 10 1.01E 10 6.46E 09 5.57E 09 3.51E 09 2*07E 09 2.99E 09
** ORBITAL FLUX STUOY aITH COMEPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES APS, AP6, AP7; AE4, AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM *** UNIFLX OF 
1973
- -**_ELECTR0N FLUXES--EXPONENTIALL-Y-DECAEO-D-TO- 1.9-73e- 6-W TH--LFETIMES:-.E.G.ST-ASSI
N O PC ULOS&P.VE
R ZAR-IU -** CUTOFF TIMES: . -
$** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG,.'WODEL 5: IGRF 1965 O 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 19730 *
AL CE:-IMEp a - ++ -- r-onn-- -n- aso rg-4-3-erKM- *--A 0GEE=1 4-338KM - -t-B/4L-OR8-I-TTAP E ~T7963--* -PER-IOD- -5#.690-----
. . . . .. . .. -s- ***'**t*at4t.. PROTONS --. ******** ******
**************************##***** ***********
$****--SPECTRUM .IN-PERCENT-DELTA- EN~RY---*** --- ****--COMPOSI-TE- ORBI-T- SPECTRUM-****** -- EXPOSURE -INDr:sNERGY>500 -MEV -
- ENERGY_ - -AVERAGEC-- _AVERAGED-- SPECTRUM .- ENEAGY-- AVERAGED -AVERAGED---- AVERAGED ---- INTENSITY EXPOSURE -- TOTAL -OF---
RANGES TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLUX LEVELS INTEGeFLUX INTEG.FLUX DIFFER.FLUX RANGES DURATION ACCUMULATED
__-8/4-(MEV.,/SEC ./CM*ah2,SEC #,,CMJA22A---.ER-_-EN-CT --- -V>44EV)--/CMN*2/SEC-_ 2A_ DAY/ /SEC/EV - CM*24SEC-(-HOUR4- . .--PAR-T-ICLE-.--
- .00-1-000 --- 2.78E-06---- -2.449 E-4-1 .- 9-0-103 . .---. 1-000 -- 3.094E 06---2.673E- 1- - So-016E -0-3 - ZERO-FLUX 578.600-- 0.0-
1.000-3.000 2.852E 05 2.464E 10 9.218 e5C00 9.578E 05 8.276E 10 2.217E 03 IeEO-.leE 0*433 9.479E 03
-3*O00-S*000---l.334E-04 0- -1- -3E--- --. 431- -- -- 1-..000----- 3062E 05 .- 2..646E 1-0- 5.261E-02- -- 1.E1---.E2 -- 2.200 - 2.978E-05
5000-10.00 6.276E 03 5422E 08 0.203 2*000 5.773E 04 4.988E 09 8.778E 01 1IE2-1eE3 3.300 4.489E 06
100- _--1 .068E--3----9,---32E 7--- ...- 0.3-5- ------.3.000..----2.--90E-04- .8-14,E--09 -1.947- 1-- ----- 3-- ,.4- ---- 3.433-.-- -3-3E---07-- -
20*00-30.00 1.465E 02 1.265E 07 0.005 4.000 1.190E 04 1.028E 09 7.134E 00 leE4-leE5 4.800 6.977E 
08
30-.00-50.00---.022E- 02 - e.628E -06- .- 0.003--- 5S.000---- 7.649E-O-3 - -6.609gE-08 3.506E--00- -- 1ES-1.E6 - --5*967- -7*750E --09- -
5000-100.0 2*300E 01 e1.987E 06 0.001 6.000 4.934E 03 4.263E 08 2.142E 00 1.E6-1.E7 1.267 8.018E 09
100.0-OVER- - 3-.342E--0..--. 2,.887E--06 - -0001- -7.00-0 --3.e204E 03 - 2-768E 08- -1.2 6BE- 00- -.lE7-OVER - - 00 - -- 0.0 - ..
a.000 2.095E 03 1.810E 08 7.OOOE-01
-TOTAL-- 3-0-94E-- 06 --- 2.673E--11 ---100-0 - -9.00 - 1-695E-O-3----4-,46 4E--Q08 -- 4.1-03E- 1- .------- TOTAL----- -60G.-O "--1-.-652-E -- 0--
10.00 1.374E 03 1.187E 08 2.896E-01
. _ --O0 .1100- 1. 116E 03- --9-.639E 07 - 2.303E--0-I ------
12.00 9.082E 02 7.847E 07 1.858E-01
" - ------_ ... .. . . .-13.00 - 7.410E 02 .---6.402E -07- - 1.495E--0t1. -- - -- --
14.00 6.060E 02 5e236E 07 e1.216E-01
... .. . __  .. . .... .... .. ... . --.-- - 1 . .96-8E_ .--.- 4 2--- ...- --7 - -E---- -- -- 2-- -
16.00 4.084E 02 3.528E 07 5.665E-02
-............ "-O- - 18-00- 3.522E 02 -3*a43E 07 -3.-321E-02 - -. . . . -. . .
20.00 3.05OE 02 2.636E 07 2.224E-02
..... . .. .. .25.00- 2. 171E 02 -- e876E- 07 ---. 405E-02 - - - --.. .- -... .. . . . .
30.00 1.586E 02 1.370E 07 9.339E-03
.. .... .. . . ...... .. ... 
35e .- . Z-1 7E- 2- -1 -0 6E 07 .... 6.705 ..-- 03-- ----- _
40.00 9.085E 01 7.849E 06 4.672E-03
- -4500 -. 7.095E 0-1- 6.130E-.-06- -3.031E-03 ---- -- - -- --
50.00 5.642E 01 4.875E 06 1.718E-03
....... .. ... .. .. .
. 554-00 . 5. 334E-0 1 -4.60-9E 06- 1.04-3E-03 --- --- - --- ---
60.00 5.060E 01 4.372E 06 6.759E-04
1 0 ---80 4.-075--01-- 03.$4 -46---3.7 2E- -- 2 8 ---
100.0 3.342E 01 2.887E 06 2.807E-04
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES APS, AP6, AP7; AE4, AES, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
** ELEC-TROELU XESEXPONENTLALLY-DECAY ED-ITG-19Z3 3 -WITH-LIEETIMES:-F LNSTA-S-~LOPJULS&P-R.VERZARIU ** CUT DOFF-TIMES:----------_-__
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 %ITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 eO80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
** VEHICLE. :-IM EtL2 9DFG @* INCLINATIDN= 29DEG -* PEaLGEFF=1-36 6KM-* AP.OGE-EzIAA .AKM *--B/L-lRRIT TAP --T-D7-Z963--** kFDR n- 5A600
- - -- a******* ta** .ELECTRONS a *Ltt*at**ttest- - -
***** SPECTRUM IN PERCENT-DE.LTA ENERGY #. -*****AL-CMPOSITE-OR-T -SPECT-RUM-*****-- --- EXPOSURE--ND-XENERGJ -54a0-G-- J-----
ENERGY -- AMERAGEC.- __AERAGED .SPECTRUM. ENERGY- -AVERAGED-- - AVERAGED- - - AVERAGED- - - INTENSI-TY- EXPOSURE - TOTAL-0-OF
RANGES TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLUX LEVELS INTEG.FLUX INTEGeFLUX DIFFER.FLUX RANGES DURATION ACCUMULATED
#/(MEVJ/SEC /LCM4*2/SEL AL MA42DA>Y RRCECN2T -- _>LMEVaCCM**. 2-SEC KEVICMAPAZSEC LtCUnst 's
.1000-.50O- 2.932E 06 .. 2.533E- - -338.5448 E --00- -- 3.31E-06-286E -1-1 -- Z.7-0-7E. 04- - - -- ZERO FLU.X-.-514.96--7- - 0-----
*5000-1.000 2.741E 05 2.368E 10 8.277 *1250 2.730E 06 2.402E 11 2.143E 04 I.EO-1.eE1 2.467 3*415E 04
1.000-1.500 __34E - A4E 9_4 9-73- -- 250-- 1.227E " -1.DE -1--- 7-316E-03-- -. -1 EI-1.E-2 --- -2.333 -- 32 7-ZE-05- -
1.500-2.000 2.396E 04 2.070E 09 0.724 .3750 6.374E 05 5.507E 10 2*897E 03 1.E2-1.E3 4.667 8.398E 06
2-00-2.*500 9.651E__Q3_ _8339E_ 0 & D.2 0-91 .5000-- 3 . 92E 5- 34276 EI_ .4&81 -_E3-- ___1.E-I-E 4- -267-- LeJE-SF8-
2.500-3.000 3.997E 03 3.454E 08 0.121 .6250 2.664E 05 2.302E 10 8.412E 02 I.E4-1.E5 9*700 1.449E 09
3.000-4.000 2.119E-03 - 1.&31E 08 -D.064 .7500 - 1.903E 05 - ebA-4E 10-- 4769E DZ - - ES-I.E6 --- 1-3.000 .---- 2-078F 10---
4*000-5.000 5.708E 01 4.932E 06 0.002 .le000 1.051E 05 9.083E 09 2.309E 02 1.E6-1.E7 43.367 7.037E 11
5.000-OVER - I.O8E-02 8.712E 02 ___ COOD -- 1.250 6-429E _04 5.55AE 09- -- I.25IE_ 02 1 E E7--OVER --- 2.233- - 9-321-E- -L--
1.500 3.979E 04 3.438E 09 7.763E 01
DTAL _3. 3LLEJ06 _ 2.6 1L1_I,.00 .... 750 __ 2.507E 0-4.--2 -. 16.6_E-_O95___.2_ZE_.1 ------_ -IOAL_---..O 000 8 19w 11
2.000 1.582E 04 .le367E 09 2*683E 01
. ......- . ... .. .- 2..500-- 6. 174E 03 5 334.E-.08 _J4 2A2E-01 . .. . .. . . . . .
3.000 2.176E 03 1.880E 08 8.127E 00
.... .. .... ..- . 3&.125 .l. 528E 03 1-,320-E 08.- 5.231E 00D --.
3.250 1.077E 03 9e308E 07 3.130E 00
.... ... -a-375 7-625E_-2_ . -588E _Q72 2.303E O- -
3.500 5416E 02 4.679E 07 1.871E 00
. . . .. . . . . .. .. 3.625__... 3 0 1E 0 _ 2.662E.__.07 - 4_1.305E 00 ..
3.750 1.755E 02 1*516E 07 7.898E-01
-. ..... ...... . ... .. 3.875 - l.00OE 0Z &..643E_ 0 . 4.831E-01- . . . . . .. . . . ... ..
4*000 5.709E 01 4.933E 06 3.046E-01
.. ...--... .Z I.. 554EL _ 227.E-E D6__ 1.68a6E-1D
4.250 9.0O3E 00 8.470E 05 7.406E-02
.. . . ......... ...-- 4.375 - 3.651E_0D 3.163E 05 .. 2.S50E-02 ... . . .
4.500 1.176E 00 1.016E OS 1.001E-02
.. ... 4.625._ 4.521E-01. 3 .906E 04 0. -O.
4.750 e1.446E-01 1.250E 04 0.0
.. . ... _.a 875_ _ 4=D71E-O 0 351_1E_03_. __0
5.000 1*008E-02 8.712E 02 0.0
*:** 44*** z *4**i**-*************4** ******444844*#44###44444ttwae * 4444****** * *************4***meww--
$@ ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES APS, AP69 AP7; AE4v AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM *t** UNIFLX OF 1973 $4
S**.ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALL.Y-OECAYED- TO .1973*-- 6--WI-TH LIF-E-TIMES:- -. G.-STASSI-EN U-COS&PrVER-ZARIU-*-t-G-TFF---I-ME-S;--- ---
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WlTH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 eO-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
-*VEHICLE -1.E#2 .29OEG- INL-A4*0=_.DE ALPE~-E-4G)-*"rG-=-03K **Ro' nR-tT--T-t-E---TtD7-L43--*--PLERIOD- 5ss6oo tt
--------------------------------------- TT--- - .. *********D *T***-----.-P T-O ------ *** vall *-****** -P ----- T-- *T - ----- n r an
*****************************444************ *************#*********e************seseatst**********
******-SPECT-RUM- I N-PERCEN-T- DEL.TA--ENER Y -* **------***t**-COMPOSITE-ORB4T-S-PECTIUM * ..------. E-XPO-SURE-INDEX:ENERGY>O-6.000-ME-V-----
-- ENERGY - AVERAGEC - -- AVERAGED - -- SPECTRUM ----- ENERGY--- AV-ERAGE4-------AVERAGED ------- AVERA4ED - NTE-NSI TY---EXPOSURE----TOTA-----O43F-----
RANGES TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLUX LEVELS INTEG.FLUX INTEG.FLUX CIFFER.FLUX RANGES DURATION ACCUMULATED
- D/MEV J/SEC.. ./Cg*Z/.SEC- >*CM( I:0JA .RER-ENT /C_'___2ESF__C CeruM* 2ra-_-CM*-/2MSEr*/*2CSEC-e4r .HnURS)--. p nAT!C LE
.1000-1-.000-2,64-1--C6- 2.281F ----- 90.451- . l-DOG----2s-919E-06 ...2.22 -1 4.782E--. ZERO---UX-581.--3-3----0- -
1.000-3.000 2.619E 05 2.263E 10 8.972 e5000 8.893E 05 7.683E 10 2.095E 03 1.EO-IeE1 0.467 1*088E 04
3*00O-5.000 -1.110OE 04 - 9.5W9--08 0.380 - . 1.000- - 2-78bE -05 -- 2.408E 10 - 4.874E- 0-2 - E1-1.E2---.467--- -3*S47-E- 05---
5*000-10.00 4.730E 03 4.e086E 08 0.162 2.000 4.963E 04 4.288E 09 7.861E 01 1.E2-1.E3 3.100 4.786E 06
10.00-2000-.7.836E 02 -- -6.7.7-0E -07 - 0.027- ------- 35-003----1-632-04. 1-.4-35-09 --. -0666E--01- ..-. E .E4 3 4251E 0-
20.00-30,00 1.046E 02 9.034E 06 0.004 4.000 9.O00fE 03 7.776E 08 5.790E 00 .leE4-1.E5 3.700 5.609E 08
30*00-50.00 - 7.O45E 0-1 . 6.0-8TE--06- -. O-002 - 5.00.0--. -5-24E-03- .. 4.945E-08 - 2.7-1-SE-00 - - 1.E5--.E6 - 4-.833----6.603E--09---.-
50*00-1000 le.486E 01 1.e284E 06 0.001 6.000 3*665E 03 3.166E 08 e1.622E 00 1.E6-1.E7 0,900 5.152E 09
100.0-OVER - -2.081E- 01 - -1..8-.06 --- 0.001- 7.00- - 2-361E 03 -. -2.040E -08 - 9.519E-01 - .leE7--OVER -- 0 .-- --- 0.4- -
8.000 .le531E 03 1.323E 08. 5.224E-01
. TOTAL .. 2.949E -06.- 2.522E- 1-100.-CO000 --90040 -- 1.233E-03 --- 1.C65E-08 ---3.050E-01 ---- ------ TOTAL- -.-- 60 0 ---lr26E-4---
10.00 9.943E 02 8.590E 07 2*145E-01
.. .. ..  . . ......-- - - -11.00 8.036E 02 6-943E 07 1.700E-01 
-... . . .
12.00 6.507E 02 5.622E 07 1.361-/E-01
.. . . .. .. . . .. . .13.00-- 5.-280E 02 --- 4.562E 07 1-- .095E-01- -. - - -- .
14*00 4293E 02 3.709E 07 8*869E-02
-.. . ..- -- . . .. . ... .. . .-- 15,00- -3.4-995 -02.- 3.023E 07 -6.670E-02 --- -. .-- ----
16.00 2.858E 02 2.669E 07 4.107E-02
- 18.00 2.448E-02 2.115E 07 -2.407E-02.... ... . . . .. .
20e00 2.107E 02 1.820E 07 1.604E-02
.. .. . ... .. . .5.00.--- 1 476E 02 .le275E-07 1-O0 1E-02 - - - - - - -. .
30.00 1.061E 02 9.169E 06 6.568E-03
. . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . - 35.00. 7-.823E .0.1 6.759E 06 -A.654E 0--3 - . . . . . . . . .
40e00 5.901E 01 5.099E 06 3.202E-03
.. ...... ............- . 45.0.0 - 4.545E 0-1 3.927-E-06 - 2. OSIE-03-
50.00 3.567E 01 3.082E 06 1*146E-03
... 55.00- 3.365E 01- 2.908E 06-. 6.846E-04 .
60.00 3e187E 01 2.754E 06 4.382E-04
-.......... - ------------- 80.00-- -2.571E 01 2e222E 06---- -2.414E-04- - ------
100.0 2.081E 01 1.798E 06 1.798E-04
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES APS. AP6, AP7; AE4. AE5. FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM t**** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
*A.ELECT-RO FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO 17-3* 6- WITH LIEETIMES: .E.G.STASSINPGULOS&P.-VERZARIU * CUTOFF TIMES: . -
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 194 .0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973*0 *
** VEHICIF IMA D 9E *-INCLINATTL N:--29DE-C-.-**P- PLGEE 240KMA*-A-OGEE=I434A338KJM A*B/L-ORBITTAP-E4- TD796-3 **-PER-D.58- 6O00 ...
*****************************************************######***####*###******########************** ************************ ************
- - a ******ta** *t. ELECTRONS ************ -t-
-*.S*. SPECTRU -IN- PERCENT DELTA. -ENERGY -tt5 - #555 COMPOSITE ORBIT SPECTRUM *55-5* - EXPOSURE INDEX:ENERGY>5000 -MEV
-- ENERGY . _AV AGED .- -AVERAGED--SRECTRUM--- ENERGY AVERAGED -AVERAGED AVERAGED . INTENSITY EXPOSURE TOTAL g OF--
RANGES TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLUX LEVELS INTEGeFLUX INTEGeFLUX DIFFER.FLUX RANGES DURATION ACCUMULATED
AzLME LSEC_&/C*4* 2/SEC *CM**2/DAY _PER- ENT >(EVJ -AZLCM**2/SE-C /-CM4**2/CAY *4CM**2/SEC/KEV-- /CM**2-SEC (_HURS)---- PART.I1CLES--
.100-0-.5000 -2-548E 06-- .27ZSE 14 - - 87e-Z66 .1000. - 2. 866E 06 2.476E 11 3.165E 04 ZERO FLUX - 519.800 0.0
e5000-1.000 2.490E 05 2.151E 10 8.688 *1250 2.411E 06 2.083E 11 le834E 04 1.EO-1.E1 2.367 3e312E 04
1OO0-1.500 _6.1.63E 04 -5.324E-09 _.2.150- .2500 1.077E 06 9.308E 10 6.339E 03 1.E1-1.E2 2.533 3.610E 05
1e500-2*000 2.252E 04 1.946E 09 0.786 .3750 5.712E 05 4.935E 10 2.512E 03 IE2-1*E3 4.667 8.382E 06
-2 01L--2-54n0 -. 925E- (3 7 7-IE 08. 0C.311 -- e.50.00 3.47Z7E 05 3.004E 10 1.307E 03- ---1E3--1a.E4 -7*-0- 1. 05E-G-
2.500-3.000 3.674E 03 3.175E C8 0.128 .6250 2.470E 05 2.134E 10 7.579E 02 1.E4-1*E5 9.267 1*333E 09
_.Da004.000. ..1e964E 03 1.697E 08 0.069 .7500 . 1.782E 05 .le540E 10 4.386E 02 l.E5-.leE6 12.333 1.936E 10 -
4*000-5*000 5.387E 01 4.654E 06 0.002 1.000 9.876E 0A 8.533E 09 2.159E 02 IeE6-1.E7 40.400 6.670E 11
.5.j O-OVER-. 8.&72E-03 7.4S3E 02 0.- 000- 1.250 6.019E 04 5.201E 09S e1.178E 02 1E7-OVER 1.533 .6.336E 10
e1.500 3.714E 04 3.209E 09 7.306E 01
.- TOTAL- - 2..Af E &6 -24-76E 11 100*-000 - 1.750 - 2.324E 04 2.008E 09 4.881E 01 TOTAL -600.000 7.512E 11-
2.000 1.452E 04 1.263E 09 2.493E 01
.. . ... ..... 2.500 5.6 2E 03 4.918E 08 1.144E 01
3.000 2.017E 03 1.743E 08 7.463E 00
. .... .3.125 1l 425E 03 le231E 08 4.817E 00
3.250 .01OE 03 8.725E 07 2*896E 00
.... 3.375 7.17BE 02 6.202E 07 2..149E-00 ...
3e500 5.el1SE 02 4.420E 07 1.760E 00
......... -- 3.625 .2.909E 02 2.513E 07 1.231E 00
3.750 1.656E 02 .le431E 07 7.456E-01
... .. . . 3.875 90.442E 01. 8.157E 06 4.561E-01
4.000 5.388E 01 4.655E 06 2.877E-01
........ .. 4.12.... 2.409E 01 2.082E 06 .le592E-01-- --...
4.250 9e227E 00 7.972E 05 6.989E-02
...... 4.375 - 3.436E 00. 2.969E 05 2.400E-02
4e500 e1.097E 00 9.474E 04 9.391E-03
.. 4e625 4.215E-01 3.642E-04 0.0
4.750 1.336E-01 1.155E 04 0.0
_ _ _ _ _-. . .. .. .. .. .  .- Z8 7 5 3 .6 5 6 E - 0 2 3 1 5 9 E .0 3 - 0 .0 - .---. . . " .. .
5*000 8.572E-03 7.493E 02 0.0
*************************************Ae#4444#####****44444444444**************** ****** ***ep******.*
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES APS. AP6, AP7; AE4, AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
** ELECTRON-FLUXES-EXPONENTI.ALL-Y-DECAVED-TO 1973..-6--WI-TH-LIFETIMES,--E G.-STASSINCPCVULOS&P.VERZARIU-** CUTOFF TIMES:-- . . .-
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES 8 AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF -1972 1ITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965e0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
Fk VEHICLE :.LMEO -2ODEG--k&-LNCLTNATZOM=-QDEG- **-PERGE=-4 I64KM- -APOGE-ED=4-39633-M-*R L-OR-IT TAPE: T"6167--**-ER-ID= 58.60-0 4
*@****************#############################****se*##* etssae*tett**Sae
--- -- -- - ------ -- **s**** *******t---PROTONS - ****-*-***-****4* ------------
*6, ,-_ SPECTRUM -IN-PERCENT --OELTA-ENERY -*- -- -******-COMPOS4TE-ORBIT--SPECT-;UN*-*****- 
- - EXPOSURE INDEX:ENERGY>5. 000- MEV--.
ENERGY -. AVERAGE0 --- A VERAGED -SPECTRUM--- - --ENERGY -- AVERAGED----AVERAGE-D ---- AVERAGED-- -- INTENSTY- EXPOSURE -- TOTAL # OF--
RANGES TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLUX LEVELS INTEG.FLUX INTEGeFLUX CIFFEReFLUX RANGES DURATION ACCUMULATED
.--/(MEV-j/SE CLCMtk*2-SECECCMAt2ZDA-YER-CET 
___ u - Ze-u--aZ- "--CM * 2/SCK --/CM**2 /SEC --HOURS)--- -- PARTICLES--
--.l000-.000--2435E--4-- 2.-104- 1-O----....9- --....--OO --26.78E- 06- -2.314AE 11 -- -4.459E-03 . ZERO FLUX 578.917 -- 0 .- -
1*000-3.000 2.247E 05 1.941E 10 8.389 .5000 7.837E 05 6.771E 10 le878E 03 1.EO-1*EI 0.250 4.793E 03
- 3e000-5000---.-?E-04A-- 9.566E0B-- -0-413-- -- l000----2-432E-05.---2.10IE--10---4.259E 02 - I.EI-1.E2 - 2.333 - 2.983E 05-
5.000-10.00 6.013E 03 5.195E 08 0*225 2e000 4.672E 04 4.036E 09 6.989E 01 1.E2-1*E3 3.667 5.484E 06
.10.*0 -20L.00--0.7E. .03-- 9.303E.-07- ---- 0.. 4040- - --- 3.000-----Le850E--04 --- Le598E- 4---1-53E-01-- 
-.... --. 3-1E4 --- 3.-504----- 4883E--07--
20.00-30.00 1.541E 02 1.332E 07 0.006 4.000 1.135E 04 9.806E 08 6*155E 00 1.E4-1.E5 4.583 6.771E 08
300O-50-00-- -1.-I59E-02- - -1-.01E--07---0.004-----.-- 5e0-0- ----7-426E-03 ---6.416E 08- -3.215E 00 * - - E5-1.E6 5.583 -6.691E-09 --
50.00-100.0 2.677E 01 2*313E 06 0.001 6*000 4.855E 03 4.195E 08 2.035E 00 lE6-1.E7 1.417 8.618E 09
100.0-OVER. 40075.-0-- 3.42E-06 -. 0001 7.-O00- - 3e498E-03-- 2.763E- 08 -1.223E 00 . lE-7-OVER 0.0 -- 00 -
8.000 2.123E 03 1.834E 08 6.830E-01
. -TOTAL 2e.628E. 06- 2.314E.. 1-1- LOO.000 --- 9. 000--..-- 4.731E 03----1-495E--08- - 4037E-01 ------ TOTAL-- -600,00-- .0E-4--..
10.00 I*414E 03 1.221E 08 2.868E-01
.- 11. 0 - -1.-157E 03 -1.000E -08- --2.297E-01 ...
12.00 9.497E 02 8.205E 07 1.867E-01
-. .. ... .. . . ...------ -.--- . L3 003*O --- 7.81lE 02---- 6.749E 07- -4.514E-01 .... .
14*00 6.440E 02 5.564E 07 1.240E-01
... .... ........ . .........- -5.5.00------.323E -02- 4. 599E -07-- 9.395E-02 ---- --
16.00 4.410E 02 3.810E 07 5*799E-02
.. ... ...........----. 
. .O- --3.-847E 02 - 3.324E 07 -3.384E-02 --
20e00 3.359E 02 2.910E 07 2.289E-02
. . . . -..- --.. 25 00-.-. 2.4355E-02 - -2.121E-07 1.486E-02 -... .
30e00 1.827E 02 1.579E 07 1.018E-02
_35. _00- -4 387_E-02 1.*198-E- 07 -e7-502E- 03 -- -..
40.00 1.071E 02 9.253E 06 5.355E-03
........ ........ - ... - .. .45 -00- 8.402E-01 -. 7.259E- 06-- 3.532E-03- . . .. . . .. .
50.00 6.684E 01 5.775E 06 2.014E-03
. ... ... - 55-.00 -- 6.327E 01- 5.467E 0-6 -1-.216E-03 -- - -
60.00 6.010E 01 5.193E 06 7.846E-04
.. ......- .... . 80. 0D- -- 4.903E -01 4.236E 06--- 4.373E-04------
100.0 4.007E 01 3.462E 06 3.287E-04
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONNENTS: VETTES AP5, AP6, AP7; AE4, AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
** .ELECTRCN FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED-TO 1973. 6 WITH-LIFETIMES: E.GrSTASSINCFCU-OS&r.P-VrER ZAR. W-**- CUT(--T-ItMES'- - -
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 lITH ALLMAG. IMODEL 5: IGRF 1S65.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973*0 **
_.VEHLCLE : LWE4a. 29DE.G-- * ICL.INA.IONz-2OnEG **- PERLGEE- -364KM-* APOGEE-"963K M Bel OaRBI T TD6 0 167 * PErn- O~ 5-6nn
- . -. *******A**** - ZLECTRONS **** t** * ------- __
****A SPECT-RUM IN PERCENT DELTA ENERGY-***** --- ****t-COMPOSITE-DORBELT SPECTRUM- t* .---- EXPOSURE--INDEXE'E5-EAGY>.e-0Q-ME-----
ENERGY AVERAGEC-. AVERAGED SPECTRUM. ENERGY - AVERAGED--. AVERAGEO - AVERAGED - --. INTENSITY ---EXPOSURE--TO$AL---OF--
RANGES TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLUX LEVELS INTEGeFLUX INTEGeFLUX DIFFER.FLUX RANGES DURATION ACCUMULATED
/ (JKEVJ/SEC #/CM**2/SEC #/CM**2/DAY-PER CENT-- >( EVJ -t/CMr**2/SrECC t**2/-AY_.CMt**2/SEC.EVru rCM**2Ser U S DADo Trr E
.1000-.5000 2.870E 06 2#480E -14 88.023 .100- - 3.251E 06-- 2*817-E 11 3.574E- 04 -ZERO FLUX- -514.917 -- --0.0
*5000-1.000 2.835E 05 2.449E 10 8.693 *1250 2.749E 06 2.375E 11 2.078E 04 1.EO-1.E1 2.333 3.454E 04
1.000-1.500 6.614E 04 5.715E 09 2.028 .2500- 1.236E 06 1.068E 11 7.263E 03 - --. 1.E1l-1.E2- - 25.0- -2.990PE-05-
1*500-2.000 2.436E 04 2.105E 09 0.747 .3750 6.518E OS 5*631E 10 2.906E 03 leE2-l.E3 4.667 8.128E 06
-2*000-2.500 - 1.006EE 04 8.688E. 08 0.308 - 50-00 . -3.905E 05 3.374E 10- 1.51i2E 03- --. F--L_-- -960-0 07 --
2.500-3.000 4.232E 03 3.656E 08 0.130 .6250 2.740E 05 2.368E 10 8*688E 02 l1E4-1*E5 9*833 1e455E 09
3.000-4.000 2.228E 03 1*925E 08 0.068 *7500 1942E 05 1.678E 10 4.912E 02 - 1E5-1eE6 - 13.750 - 2.-225E--10--
4*000-5*000 5*763E 01 4.979E 06 0.002 1.000 e1.071E 05 9.251E 09 2.354E 02 leE6-1.E7 42.083 6.898E 11
5.000-OVER 1.044E-02 9.023E 02 0.000 - 1.250 6.585E 04 5*690E 09 -14268E 02 1E7-OVER- - 2.917- -1-299F .--
1o500 4.093E 04 3.537E 09 7.880E 01
.-TOTAL - 3e261E 6 2817E 11 10.0.* 00-0 1.750- -2.609E-0A 2.255E 09- 5.343E-0-1 . TOTAL-- _-6O.00-0--.-436F-4---
2.000 1.657E 04 1.432E 09 2*779E 01
.. --... . 2.500 6.517E 03 5.631E 0.8 1.311E 01 -
3.000 2.2B5E 03 1.975E 08 8.659E 00
. . . . .. . 3.125_ 1.585E 03 1.369E 08 -5.552E -00 - .. . . . . .
3.250 l.106E 03 9.559E 07 3.296E 00
-- -- 3.375 - 7.759E-02. -6.713E 0.7- -2.389E- 00--
3.500 5.482E 02 4.737E 07 1.912E 00
__-3.625 3.117E 02 2&693E 07 l.324E 00 . ..... . ..
3*750 1.775E 02 1.533E 07 7.997E-01
.......... 3.875 I.011E 02 8.735E 06 4*890E-01 -
4.000 5.764E 01 4.980E 06 3.079E-01
.... . 4.1 L25___ -a574E_ -l_ 2.224E.06 1.7.01E-01 _
4.250 9.882E 00 8.538E 05 7.460E-02
. . .... - - -.. 4.375 3.693E 00.. 3.190E 05 2.568E-02 . . . . . .
4.500 1.192E 00 1.030E 05 le009E-02
.... . ... .. . . ...- .4*625 4605E-01 3.979E G-4 0.0
4.750 1.480E-01 1.279E 04 0*0
____ A85 A4-209E-D2- at:36E01 ___.0 O_.
5.000 1.044E-02 9.023E 02 0.0
a.6417
- ..-** S** P***s**** ***** ***** *****-*-**S *4****4**4-4***~***********ss-**-*-e*************** *****************-************#WW
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5. AP6, AP7; AE4, AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM ** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
**. ELECTRON -FLUXE$-EXPONENTIAL-Y OECAYED--TO--4973.-6 WlITH-LIFFT-IMES:.-E.G.ST-ASSINGFC-ULOS&PVER-ZARIU 4 *- CUTOFF- TI-MES: --- --
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 %ITH ALLMAG, YODEL 5: IGRF 1t6E.O 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
**._VEH ICL.E- IME#42 9DE - -**t.-I~ I-INA-TIODN=-JD-EG -*- I -=---2-.KM-- * AGE-E--43-847OKM -**--8/-L--OR B-IT-TAPE4 -40-16-7-- ** PER IOD- 58-.600 *
***#############4###94###### *******##*************#*********** *******************####************eaes. . . . . . . . . ..ata t t , k_ PROT GNS - -  -- -.. .... .. . . .. ..
-&***t SPECTRUM -IN-P-ERCENT OELTA--ENERG-Y---*****- .. ***** -COMPOSI-TE .-OR1-T-- SPE-CT-r-UM- *  --- EXPOSURE- INOEXENERGY.>--4o-ME-V----
ENER-GY- -_ AV-ERAGEC.--- AVERAG.E-- - SPECTRUM---- - ENERGY - -AVERAGEO- --- AVERAGED - AVERAGED--- . -- NTENSI-TY--E-XPGOSURE--TO-TAL------
RANGES TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLUX LEVELS INTEGeFLUX INTEG.FLUX DIFFER.FLUX RANGES DURATION ACCUMULATED
_-*1. MEV )J'SEC - BCM**~21-SEC -hC *ZD11-OR--Nt- U-RS!EV a/-**/S- ~CN~2L PAR TI C LS
.1000-1.000 2.419E-6--6 -- 2.090E -4--- 90.985 - -. 1000- - 2.659E-06 - 29-7E- 11- -- 4430E---03 .--- --- ZERe--FLUX- 50-70 -- 0----
1.000-3.000 2.256E C5 .le949E 10 8.484 .5000 7.845E 05 6.778E 10 1.894E 03 1.EO-I.eE1 1.000 2.251E 04
3000-5.000- -9.167E-03- 7.92CE-.8- 0.345-. -1-000 -- 2.397-E 05- - 2-.0-7-1E- 1-0- 4.266E--02 . 1 E1--1.E2 --- 2.-583----3.S-8E--6--
5*000-10O00 4.050E J03 3.49SE 08 0.152 2.000 4.143E 04 3.580E 09 6.675E 01 1.E2-1.E3 2*833 3.673E 06
20.00-30.00 9.499E CI 8.2C7E 06 0.004 4.000 7.709E 03 6.661E 08 4.854E 00 1E4-1*E5 3.917 5.916E 08
30.00-50.00 6.869E 01 -..- 5.935E--06 -. 0.003- --- 5.000 4.937E 03- -4.265E-08 2.300E 00 -...... -. E5-1E6 - 4417-- --. 568E -- 9-
50.00-100*0 le481E Cl 1.280E 06 0.001 6.000 3.181E 03 2.749E 08 1*385E 00 1.E6-1.E7 0.917 4.455E 09
100.0-OVER. 2.143E 01 1.851E-06 0.00-1-- - 7.000. -- 2065E-03 - 1.784E 08- -8 175E-04 . -1. IET7-OVER- -0.0-eO -- -00 -O---
8.000 1.351E 03 1.167E 08 4e509E-01
TOTAL .2.658E 06-- --2.2-7E--4- -100.0-0-0- ----- 90O0 -. ,93E-03---9-.447-E 07-- - 2.641-1 - - -TOTAL-------604 O 0 1-0 66E 10
10.00 8.859E 02 7*662E 07 1,863E-01
---- -- ---- - 11.00 - 7-.209E-02--- 6.229E--07 1-.482E-01 - - - - --...- - -
12.00 5.874E 02 5.076E 07 1.196E-01
............------- -13.00 -4.798E-02- 4.146E- 07-- - .629E-02- .- - -- ------ -
14.00 3.929E 02 3.394E 07 7.832E-02
.. -.... ...... ... ........... . .......- 1-.-O4 ---- -3.225E-42---2 786 - 0-----5 904 -02- -- - ---
15.00 2.555E 02 2.294E 07 3.633E-02
....---.- -- 18.00 - 2.299E 02 1-.986E-07 -2.1-21E-02 -----..-
20.00 1.999E 02 1.727E 07 1.427E-02
........ 25e.00 1.e433E 02- .1.238E -07 - 9.141E-03 ---------------------.
30.00 1.049E 02 9.066E 06 6.168E-03
35.00 --. 7.4 1 E- 1 -6 .7i7E-0 .- - 4.82E-03- ------
40,00 S.967E 01 5.155E 06 3.15EE-03
......... - --- 45.00. 4.616E 01.- 3.98E -06 - 2.051E-03 -----------.- - -- ---
50*00 3.624E 01 3.131E 06 1.153E-03
... .. 55*00 3.424E.01 - -2.958E 06 - 6.852E-04 -------- - - -- .----.
60.00 3.247E 01 2.E05E 06 4.363E-04
................ ....- 80.-0-O -- 2.433E 01 12.275E 06.4-0E- 04 - - ----
100.0 2.143E 01 1.851E 06 1.802E-04
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES APS, AP6, AP7; AE4, AES, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 *
-_ELECIRON F LJxE_EXPQNENTIALL V-DECAYED TO 1973--6 tIT LIF-TIMES: E.G STASSINRGIOULOS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: **
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES 8 AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 O80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
F -EICLE IMEa QEG *--INCLINAI LON=.29DEG_** PE~1RG-EE - -240KMK * APOGEE=1347-OKM #- 8/L- ORBIT TAPE-: TD6167 * PER-IOD= 58--600 t..
-~ .- ~- ----- -- -- - -- &--&--.- *At* -ELECTRONS *****e********** -
-**st*_-SP-ECTRUM- M PERCEN-T DE.TA -E RGY **-* . **-COMPOSITE ORB-IT-SPECTRUM S-*** EXPOSURE INDEX:ENERGY>.5000 4EV
.ENERGY AE____ GEC VEGVRAGED __SPECTRUM ENERGY- AVERAGED -AVERAGED - AVERAGED INTENSITY EXPOSURE TOTAL * OF -
RANGES TOTAL FLUX TOTAL FLUX LEVELS INTEG*FLUX INTEGeFLUX DIFFER.FLUX RANGES DURATION ACCUMULATED
At l(L'EV Fr /u CM** E/- ALqCM*2A/A-Y PER CENT . .. >( #EV)_ j/CM**2/SEC AZ.CM.**2ZLAY-ALCM-A2LSEC/KEV -JCM** 2/SEC- HOURSIL- - PARL-CLES
-- 140 0-.5GZ.3--24 E 0 2. 4OE-L- &7.437 .1000- .2.700E-05 2e333E 11. --2.948E 04 ZERO FLUX 519.083 0.0
e5000-1*000 2*424E 05 2.094E 10 8.978 *1250 2.275E 06 1.966E 11 1.712E 04 1EO-leEl 2.750 4.500E 04
10O-1L.50.__._22E-A_.a 03E_. 2.039L - .250 - 1.028E06 8.87BE 10 E.955E 03 1.E1-I.E2 2.167 3-275E 05
1*500-2*000 2*223E 04 1.921E 09 0.823 *3750 5e542E 05 4.788E 10 2.389E 03 1lE2-loE3 5.000 8.651E 06
2000-2.fO A.79 F 03 75SE__QB__ 0. 26- 5000 - . 392E-05- . 2.931E 10 le260E-03 1.E3-lEA . 7*2.50 1.035E 08-- --
2.500-3.000 3.596E 03 3.107E 08 0.133 .6250 2.410E 05 2.082E 10 7.359E 02 IE4-1.E5 9.833 le441E 09
3.O0-_.n. 7--5.0_0 10E ..51E S 00.500 .1.742E 05 1.E505E 10 4.270E 02 1.ES-L"E6 13.000 2.067E 10
4*0p-5*000 5.260E 01 4.544E 06 0.002 1.000 9.6S3OE 04 8.363E 09 2.106E 02 1.E6-I.E7 39.083 6.387E t11
5.00O-OVER 9.07E-03 .84AE02- 0O00O 1*250_ 5.914E_04 5.109E 09 e1.153E 02 1.E7-OVER 1.833 7.181E 10
1.500 3.658E 04 3.161E 09 7.182E 01
TOAL Zf.fE._O6_ 331F LL_.0,0.. ... 1.50 __ 2.2a89E4 -L-978E -09 -4.8.17E 01 ---- TOTAL .600.O00 _ 7.32-7E- 14-. -
2.000 1.435E 04 1.240E 09 2.458E 01
. ........  . . . ... 2.500. - 5. 559E. 03- 4e.803E 08 -le1 22E 01
3.000 1.963E 03 1.696E 08 7.281E 00
...... 3,125 1.387E 03 1.199E 08 4.690E 00-.
3.250 9.837E 02 8.499E 07 2.817E 00
. .3375- 6. -.997E 42 --. 0A5SE 07- 2-0tSLE.--0 0.- ..
3.500 4.989E 02 4.311E 07 1.714E 00
. ... 3625. 2*838E 02 24A52E_07 1.201E 00
3.750 1.617E 02 e1.397E 07 7.274E-01
.. . .. . . . .. . . . 3eB75 9e218E.01 7.964E 06 -4.448E-01
4.000 5.260E 01 4.545E 06 2.806E-01
.4".... 4A125- 2..351E 01 - 2040E_06__ _e556E--01.-
4.250 9.040E 00 7.811E 05 6.846E-02
. . ... . ..  .- . . .... .4.375 3.365E 00 2.907E 05 - 2. 352E-02
4.500 1.073E 00 9e270E 04 9.197E-03
--- 4.625 4.110E-01 3.551E 04 00J
4.750 1.302E-01 1.125E 04 0.0
.... 4._ 87_5 .... 3...678E-02 _3.178E .03 0.0-- -
5.000 9e078E-03 7.844E 02 0.0
** ORBITAL FLUX.STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5 AP6, APT; AE4, AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973
. * -ELECTRON. FLUXES -EXPONENTIALL-Y- DECAYED TO-1973. 6-WITH- LIF-ETIMES: E.G.STASSINOPCULOStP-rVERZARU-**t CUTDFF-TIMES---- 
----------.
$$ MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF. 1972 WITH ALLMAGo MODEL 5: IGRF g196e.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
_ 
IFJ_ ..IME*I .-29D.-G--. -INCLINA TIL ON= -29DEG....StL-JPEI GE 4L3K6KMLt _..APOGEE. 14-338KM-J *8L--ORBIT -TAP -T--t----OD=- -- -
***** ********** ******S&##*************************************S*********************
--- -- -- -- ************** * - - PROTONS- ***stat******tat***a**-
** TABLE OF PEAK AND' TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD ENERGY >5eOO0MEV *
PERIOD PEAK FLUX POSITION AT WHICH EhCGUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELD(S) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
- NUMBER ENCOUNTERED -. LONGITUDE- LATI-TUDE ALTITUDE -.. . ... .... .... . PER 
ORBI-T ............- .
#/CM**2/SEC (DEG) (DEG) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS) (E.Re.) #/CM**2/ORBIT
1 le299E 06 -159.090 -10.94 4641.61 0.33333 0.06700 1.78 9.552E 
08
..... 2 . 1..151E-06 ..- 26.356- -539 ..- 3710.02 . 59.2.3331- 0.07-7-05----- -169 - 758-08 -
3 2.108E 06 -132.337 -10.79 4818.16 118.23331 0.05923 1.77 2.458E 
09
4 8.400E -05 -.52.743- - e67 -- 3669.37. 1-77.06667 0*08538 -- 1.65 - 5e674E- 08
5 2.522E 06 -102.936 -11e97 5055.31 236.09998 0.05229 1.82 2.950E 09
6 .- 5.471E .05 - 82.106 ._ -7.71- -3908.94 .295.03 296 - 0.09081 - 1*72 . 3.91-9E 08 .
7 2.502E 06 -80.126 -10.62 4728*16 354e09961 0.05469 1.79 2.894E 09
. ... .5..2BOE-. 05 - 109.142 - -8*05 - 4269.73 . 412.9976 .-.0&864-2 .-- 1.-79 . 4.-730E-8- ----------
9 2.470E 06 -53.463 -9.93 4774.42 471e93311 0.05147 1.83 2.464E 09
. 10 5.340E--05--- 138.021. -8.71 4414e60- 530.83301- 0.08257 1.82 ..- 6.322E 08
* ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5, AP6, APT; AE4, AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
SELECTRON FL-UXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED -TO 1973. 6 WITH LIFETIMES:--E.G.STASSINOPOULOS&P.VERZLAR-IU-**-CUTOFF-TI-MES---
* MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 %ITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965*e0 O80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
k rf M4CLE-:V ET 29J.)IG I *INC-LlNA-4ON 9366i4t--* *-Ar -E-140338K--**-- L ORBIT- TAPE: TT793 PERIOD- 8604 [
- -- ************-*********-**- --- ELECTRONS ***********************---- -- -
* TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD : ENERGY >*5000MEV **
.... *******--****** 444tse******ts4******44**--44*tet4444**4--- -............-
PERIOD PEAK FLUX POSITION AT WHICH ENCCUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELD(B) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
NUMBER..- ENCOUNTERED- - -L(JNGI TUDE LATI TUDE-- ALTITUDE - - - - -------- -- -- ----- PE-- ORSI -
#/CM**2/SEC (DEG) (DEG) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS) (E*R.) #/CM**2/ORBIT
1 1.547E 07 -175.856 -1.00 2740.22 0.20000 0.11545 1.41 8.628E 10
.. .- 2 -- 1.e 26E 07- - -42.045--. --- 2.17- 4-44.29-- . 912 0 1111 1-. 4-1 - 6:55E 10-
3 1.691E 07 -148.604 -1.20 2934.06 118.09998 0O10363 1.44 9.349E 10
-A 1.529E 07 - - - -43.561 -0.4-6 2804.69 . 176*.99997- --- 0.10 66 -. 1-46 - 5 ,46-& 0---
5 1.562E 07 -123e446 0*05 2697.79 235e93332 0.11086 1.43 8,490E 10
--6- 1.374E 07 -..-- 68.326 - 0.47 2580.64-- 294.-9-3311- - 0.12609 - 4--.39- - 4 764E 10--- -
7 .le205E 07 -101.933 2.13 2475.99 353.93311 0.12213 1.46 9e396E 10
8----- 1.331-E- _-7- -- -6 2 8- - 0 -47-- -- 2-931 - '2- 99 -6 to I1 2- 5 --4E 10
9 1.082E 07 146.512 6.33 22360.17 470.13306 0*00353 4.47 8*710E 10
1-0 - 216E- 07. - L25.435 - -1.37 -3052.17 - 5 30.7-3291 0- 1-L7791 --- -1.4-7- -- 767E 1-0---
**** ******* *-**t**a*attta~t****tatt-*-*-t**.te**asksttstt####44444t**4** t********ER4S##
* ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5, AP6, AP7; AE4, AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
* ELECTRON_ ELUXES._ EXPNENTI ALL.Y-ZECAYE.D-.TO-. g973--&-*-I-TH LIEETI ME&'-E.G-.ST-ASS-NGrCULOS&PV-ER-AR U-t **--CU-TF-TIMES- ---- -
* MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 UITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.e0 eO-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973*0 **
-VEHICLE- - IM Ek 229DE~G* * I NCLTI.NA-TON= -- 9DEG-**PEI-GEE4r- . M--24-OKM _*_ AOGEE- lA338KM -- L-- n&RT LTAP F- TO 963-**--I2FIro- A-600'n
e*********sts*tt**s tast******* * * **######.##**PROT# #****t*#***t************-
** TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD : ENERGY >5e000MEV **
- *.***************t*****tat*t***t****ti**t**t*****AAAt*****-kt*-**------ - ___-__- _ __-
PERIOD PEAK FLUX POSITION AT WHICH ENCOUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELD(B) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
. - NUMBER . EUCOUNTERED. LINGITUDE LATITUDE ALTITUDE- -. --.-- -- .-- - PER-ORBI .-
a/CM**2/SEC (DEG) (DEG) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS) (EeRe) #/CM**2/ORBIT
1 8.e925E 05 -149.653 -15.37 4313.26 0.33333 0.07454 1.77 8e446E 08
-2 - 13 2 0 E O - 95 . -5 0 . - L-5 -3 -Z _ - 1 _L . 1 16- 3 33 2 ... ... 09 - - - _ -.. - - ;2_o 75 11: 0 9
3 2.285E 05 107.465 -13.02 3813.46 174.39998 0.10530 1.84 le745E 08
-. 2.320E-06 - .- 41. OL. -15. 34 4 2 4 6*&9 ...-- 2-.32.46666 ------- 00-52- ---- 2* .333E -0-%-
5 .Se261E 05 16.938 23.05 4703e.58 289.86646 0.06705 1.96 5.634E 08
86 J211E_ 05 . 4. 108 - -_11.4A2_- -3308.26 -348.5996I .0.030 . . 9-- .- 6.658E-_0 ------
7 1.e250E 06 -141.277 -15.e09 4578.56 406.69971 0.06704 1.79 1*699E 09
.. .. . . .321E D . . . t -O - --11 7A 3 2 4.6 . 6 633 6 . 1 3.07 .26 2~377E 08
9 2.481E 06 -85.495 -15.35 4674.53 522.69971 0*05574 1*78 2.877E 09
.10 2.258E 05 LL-7.603 - -13.42 3975.81 ... 580.e69971 ...Ol0130_ 1.88 2.167E-08 --
'* ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5. AP6, AP7; AE4, AES, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM t**** UNIFLX OF 1973 *
** EIC-TRONM- FLUXES--EXP-ONENT-IALLY DEC-AYEO-40- 1973-6--WITH- Lt-FE-TIMES: E.G.STASS INAP~ULS&P.VERZARI-U- ** CUTOFF TIMES: - -
*# MAGNETIC COORDINATES 8 AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG, WODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 eO80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 *
SREHICLE.-_.J E aZ.2OSrG -*-INCLINA-TIQN= 2-90G W**- PER-GE=- 24-OK-N **- ARG-GE-E-=0-8K4M*--8L--OR84-T---APE: TT-7963-**- PERIO -58.640--** --
------ ---- a~~&**t**-**********-**-**-**-*- ELECTRONS -- -**t**ta**t***t*statte-t
** TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD : ENERGY >S.5000MEV **
PERIOD PEAK FLUX POSITION AT WHICH EtCGUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELOD(B) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
---..- NUMBER-- -ENCOUINTERED - - LONGITUDE-- LAT-I-TUOE -ALT-ITUDE - -- - - - -- - PER ORBIT -
#/CM**2/SEC (DEG) (DEG) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS) (E.R.) #/CM**2/ORBIT
1 1.310E 07 -162.249 -8.57 2572.65 0*23333 0*12500 1.42 8.555E 10
-- 2--- 1.66 07 -7-551 -- --- a-4--28 146-----1 16.33333- 0o1 0184L--- -1.45-- -7.-635E-1O-- - - -
3 9*395E 06 -61.814 -28.03 19818.37 117.33333 0.00466 4.53 7.683E 10
..... . -4--- -1.526E 07-- -53-381.- - -873--- -2701.34 -232.3664- - 0.09398 - 1.50 8-224E 10
5 1049E 07 -11.529 4.64 21006.81 288.89966 0.00384 4.49 6.829E 10
---- 6 ---- 1.456E7-~.- --- 5.5-79 - -6-.04 -- 2221.73 - 348.53296 -. 0.1-1399 -1.44 6.663E 10
7 l401E 07 -153.360 -8.73 2870.50 406.59961 0.11041 1.46 9o124E 10
a... . -- 8 - -1-. 006E 07-- --- 50.884- - -6.74- -.-- 2-538*91- . 464.56641 - - 0.12309 --- 4.48-- - -5.484 1-0-O---- .
9 1.619E 07 -97.385 -9.15 2963.62 522.59961 0.09514 1.49 9.599E 10
-10-- 9.152E 6-- --- 54.270 -- 611 -19425.91 579.16626 0.00&99 4.52 5.311E 10
SORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5, AP6. AP7; AE4. AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
.*. .ELECDQL..FLUXESEXPQNENTIALLYDECAYED_. - 0 1973...6-A1 TH LIFETIMES- EF..G.STASSINOPOULOS&P-VER.ZARIU.-** CUTOFF -TIMES: ------- . . - t -
$* MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 %ITH ALLMAG" WODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 O80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
S*_ MEH ICLE _LMEh2EG 4 .. .NCL I N&ATLON__29DEG._*. _PERIGEE- 1364KM.A APOGEE=-1.39-633KM .-*-8/L- ORBIT.. IAPE. -TD6167-*4-PER 0OD= 58*600 **
......... I **._ *A i*** I #_#* ******.4AA*.** _ -... PROTONS ....- _i i - **.l $* $ *** .*.***.****.*********** .*.... ..
##Atthis.#AsktASSAAAA -PROTONS .- ettsktathktae
** TABLE OF PEAK AND 'TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD : ENERGY >5.000MEV **
PERIOD PEAK FLUX POSITION AT WHICH ENCCUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELD(B) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
. NUMBER . ENCOUNTERED -..LONGI TUDE. LATITUDE -ALTITUDE . .. .. . .. .. . PER ORBIT .............
N/CM**2/SEC (DEG) (DEG) (KM) (HOJRS) (GAUSS) (E.Re) #/CM**2/ORBIT
1 1e085E 06 -54.567 -26.25 4985.98 58.58331 0.05097 1.97 1.526E 09
2 -... 2.C79EJL6_ . 79 .626 -A4. . . 56522.. 593.333 ... O.0.5143 18 -.. .924E 9 ..
3 4.697E 05 -96.777 9.43 *172.79 118.16666 0*07889 1.89 3.476E 08
4 2..3080 .. 105_683 .L4..39_ .. 557.01I -177.-66.66 -- 0.05340--.82 -2..-350E 09 -. . - -
5 4.729E 05 -76.193 5.20 3425.63 235.91666 0.09233 1.74 3.589E 08
.6- - .. 3..22E 06 ..... L30..95 .. 2 .. 4993.61 . 294.91626 -- 0.06166 1.72 1.8565 09 ....
7 6.636E 05 -44.616 7.91 3835.29 353.74976 0.07740 1.82 6eS83E 08
.. ..... 24E.06 .. _155.328 ... 2.19 AA.G.2...412.74976 .. 30 1.7L . 1.-580E.-09 .-- .
9 l.468E 06 -20.763 6.37 3719.20 471.58301 0.07344 1.68 1.590E 09
------------ . . . 1-7.77F_06 1. 7.038 8.63 _4184.7 . . 530.49976 - 0.07307 ... 163 _.1.360E -09-----------
Tate& Z-
* ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES APS5 AP6. AP7; AE4. AE5. FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
$ ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTI-ALLY DECAYED-TO 1973 6 WITH LI-FE-TIMES: -E.G.-STASS-INOPGULGS&P-VER-ZARIU **CGUTOFF-T TIM-S-- ----
$ MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF lg9 0 80e-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973e0 **
SVEHICLE : IME3 29DEG * -LNCLI-NAT.ION= 290DEG-~ **-PER-GEE-= 4-364KM--* -APCGE-E-!39-33K -- ** -aILlR4T-TAPE4- 4- T 67- .**PERIOD- 55 600 4'
**********************....-LEC"TRONS **at*-** 'm'* a t$-$J**** $ * 4-----_-$...
* TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD : ENERGY >*5000MEV **
PERIOD PEAK FLUX POSITION AT WHICH ENCCUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELD(BS) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
.NUMBER ENCOUNTERED - LONGITUDE -LAT.IU-DE -ALT-ITUDE.- ... . . PER- ORI-T------ -
#/CM**2/SEC (DEG) (DEG) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS) (E*Ro) O/CM**2/ORBIT
1 e1.243E 07 -141.634 -1.70 2351.52 0.16667 0.12522 1.36 6*411E 10
2- - - 1-.639z- 017- ---- - -64-1-53- -4137-23-- -- 59- 16664- - -0.4 0-069-- --- -46- - 9-27E--_0-
3 1.052E C7 -60.800 -7.32 22126*88 175.33333 0*00333 4.58 5.547E 10
S 4- - 1.574E-C7 86.984 -- 3.46 -- 3128.17 -1-76.99997- ..- 0.10886- - -1.44 8.586E 1-0-- ----
5 1.360E 07 -88.501 -2*32 2434.13 235.83333 0.11754 1.45 5.477E 10
6 .le477E-07 121.024 -7.24 3-759.-05 294.8-3301 -.08924 -1.52 - 8-108E-1O0 - --
7 1.349E 07 -70.066 -7.66 1970.37 353.58301 0.12658 .1.38 6.482E 10
8. l.-505E.. C-7 .-.145. 867- - - 5.48 3615-54 - -442.66626 -- O009068-- 1.51 ---.- 698E-1-0
9 1.614E 07 -46.594 -9.60 2044.22 471.41626 0*11458 1*40 8.939E 10
-1o 1.568E 07 -166.444 -1.-98 -3120.98-- -530.41626 0.10404 - - -1.46 7.34OE -10----
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES APS AP6. AP7 AE4. AES. FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTLALLY -DECAYED TO 1973. 6 WITH- LIFETIMES: E.G.STASS.INOPOUL.OS&.P-,VERZARIU **.CUTOFF-TI.MES.... 
.. *
$ MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. ODEL 5: IGRF 196.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **









6 1 6 
- pt -
S s e*PROT-ONS-************ ******* * ****- - ____
** TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD : ENERGY >5.000MEV **
• ******************************s*************##********************- .......................
PERIOD PEAK FLUX POSITION AT WHICH ENCCUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELD(B) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
NUMBER . ENCOUNTERED LONGITUDE. LAT.IUDE ALTITUDE -_ - -- _- -- - -_ -- PER-OIT .--.........
#/CM**2/SEC (DEG) (DEG) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS) (E.Re) #/CM**2/ORBIT
1 1.731E 06 102.413 18.70 5345.16 58.41664 0.05836 1.82 2.631E 09
2 1.605E 05 -60.251 .. 1-3.9 2 - 3684.20 - 1 16.33333 -0.09337-.. 2.00- -. 383A 8 8---
3 1.560E 06 156.816 1.69 5372.89 174.41666 0.05621 1.86 1*240E 09
4 - 1.020E 06. - -0.973 . 15.99 . 4355.95 - 232.33333 0.06716 -.. t83-- - 9e07OE -08--- -
5 6.971E 05 -158.990 13.02 3451.13 290.24976 0.09321 1.59 4.812E 08
6 1.351E 06 59.545 18.90 - 5213.18 -348.33301 . 0.058B21 - - 1.87 2. 176E- 09 --
7 2.459E 05 -103.276 14.18 3636.84 406.24976 0.09818 1.88 1.249E 08
8- 1.729E 06 113.238- 18 .97 5259.64- 464.33301 ... 0..05983- . -...-- .- 1831-09- --------
9 2.641E 05 -53.418 11.12 3108.55 522*16626 0.10453 1.79 2.026E 08
10 1.413E .0 6 168.094 18.55 5088.82 . 580.24976 0.06027 - 1.84 9.311E 08 _.
.* ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES APS, AP6, AP7; AE4, AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
*-I-ELECTRCN E UXESEX QNENT.IALY-DECAYED TO 1-9-3. 6 -WIT4-L-IFETIMES4--EG.STASSINGPOULOS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: .. *
$* MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1 96eO 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
SkVEHrCL E- -ME 2 I---LNCL NATrLON=- 2DEXGkJkEQ I 4G-E- -24OKN- * *- APOGE-3847OKM * B/L- ORB IT T-APE---TD6467 * -PER-OD- -5t60 -**-- -
-
----- .- -.-- -- -- ___ -- -- -- ***t*********ste ****s ---ELECT-iRONS-- - *t*
** TABLE OF PEAK AND TOTAL FLUXES PER PERIOD : ENERGY >.5000MEV **
.. . . ....-- 
-.--. **********$ ****t ****,******at ** ******************************* 
-
PERIOD PEAK FLUX POSITION AT WHICH ENCOUNTERED ORBIT TIME FIELD(B) LINE(L) TOTAL FLUX
---- --NUMBER --- EN-COUNTRED-- ----LONG-I-TJDE- LAT-ITUDE ALTITUDE - - - -PER ORBIT
*/CM**2/SEC (DEG) (DEG) (KM) (HOURS) (GAUSS) (E.R.) #/CM**2/ORBIT
1 1.262E 07 93.913 14.52 3836*91 58.33331 0.08787 1.55 6.691E 10
----------- - 2 -.- 2,7- -,- -"7-27-84--- - 5*.7-9--2-42o O --- 1-44.74.-997- -O O482 ---- 4.53-- -8.37-42--0---
3 1.159E 07 148.321 14,4B 3683.70 174.33333 0.08364 1.57 7.635E 10
. .. - -. 4-- - .44-3E--7-- -11.11-- - 10.52 2926*54- -232.24997 0.09684- e1.54 S. 122E 1 0
5 1.015E 07 31.819 -5.58 21878*98 288.58301 0.00357 4.60 6.164E 10
-- 16. e-275E- 0-7 -- 9.318 -- 8.02 - 2366.88 348.16626 0.124-62 1.36 9.620E 10
7 .le016E 07 -114.950 7.45 2294.96 406.16626 0.13680 1.45 5.053E 10
- - --- -8--L.13.12-02-- --414.-49-7----447---3815.08- -- - 64.24-926- ---. 887-- 4 - - - - .-592E-1-O---- - -- -
9 8.893E 06 144.516 -8.63 19667o29 520.66626 0.00539 4.48 5.762E 10
----- 1 -- - 12 _76E----7- 1- 59.075 13.81 3664.23 -580.16626 0.08791 -- 1.e55 7.256E 10
. ... ... ... .. .. .... ...  ..  . TABLE- ..- - -- -TABLE L
-I-ME-# 29DEG - -- - - IMEI1 29DEG
-... L LI -TC -...... . .. . .. . ..... . . ..... ELLIPTGL -- -. . . .
......... INCLINATION: 29- DEG- ..--- INCLINATION: 29 DEG. ..-
-- -P RIGEE: -- 1366 -M . . . .- - - ---- PERIGE.E. 1366 KM ..-
-.. APOGEL: .14 338-KM .. .-- - - -.--- --- -.-- .AOGEE:-140338 -KM--- - -- ... ..- --
DECAY- DATE-: 1973. 6o . ... . - . . . .- .- DECAY DATE-: 1973. 6 .
. . .. *IAAEXPOSURE ANALYSIS ****--... . ... . ..--- PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFETIME- SPENT INSI-DE-AND--*- .
- - - - - - - -.... .. ... .... * OUTSIDE THE TRAPPED-PARTICLE--RADIATION-BELT - --
...... PROTONS . . .. ELECTRCNS
- - - -- - -... .. ..-. 4-E>eOOOMEV) -.. . . (>.50O MEV) . .. - INNER -ZOME - T-I .- . 2 08--X - -- - .---. .
.... . . . .. ..- .- (1.0 < L < 2.8)
PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFE-
TIME SPENT IN FLUX-FREE OUTER ZONE -TO- : 95e48 X
REGIONS* OF SPACE : 96.43 % 85.83 X (2.8 < L < 11.0)
- PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFE- - EXTERNAL - -- TE--- : 2. 44 X .. . .
- T M r _SP E _T IN.aL GJ N-- .. -... . .. . . ... . . . .. . .... .. . . . . . . . .. . . -(L --> -. -4) --.. --....... ... . .. . . . . . .
INTENSITY-REGIONS+- OF - ....
TOTAL : 100.00 X
.VAN ALLEN._BELTS._:_- -..... 2 . ...58 . 9*77 X . ...
PERCENT OF TOTAL DAILY
FLUX ACCUMULATED IN *TIME IN INNER ZONE MAY BE SUBDIVIDED AS FOLLOWS:
HIGH-INTENSITY REGIONS: 99.97 % 99.81 %
OUTSIDE TRAPPING REGION : 0.0 X
(1.0 < L < l-)
_JNSILD-E TRAPP ING-REG(ION - s- .
....... ##_##L#_AAAA A h A as tatt .49 _ . ### #* # .... -le.l -<-L < 2e8) . . ... . . .. . ....
S<1 PARTICLE/CM**2/SEC
+ >I.E5 EL/CM**2/SEC OR 1.E3 PR/CM**2/SEC
-. -M,2 20- -- - - -... 2. --- --- ME-2-29~EG- -... ---- -
...- - -- - -ELLIPICL -- - --. . - .. .. . ......... .. - - -. EL4.4_P-TCL----
INCLINATION:- 29- DEG . . -.-.--- -..--- INCLINA-TION: -- 29-DEG- - ---
. PERIGEE: 240-K- -PERIGEE4 240 KM . .
-- APOGEE: -IA0338 -M -..... .. . .. .. RAOGE- 33 KN _ -_n
DECAY DATE: 1973-6. . ..- -OECAY- DATE:-4-973. 6-- -
*.-*A -EXP-nSURE-AA.LYSI S_ t* . _PECENT OF TnTAL LIEETIME--SPE NT.-I STD An N
. ..... .. .. ... .... .....- OUTSIDE -THE TRAPPED-PARTICLE -RADIATI-ON BELT- -..
. . .. .. . . PROTONS - ELECTR .ONS - - --... . . .
-- (.- -- - E.-0 OMEVJ - ..- E-?,500 MV) - - - -INNER- -ZONE--- -T-I-L- n7- X
-... -... .. (1-O.0 <-L < 2.8) .- -. - -
PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFE-
TIME SPENT IN FLUX-FREE OUTER ZONE -TO- : 95e60 X
REGIONS* OF SPACE : 96.92 X 86.63 % (2.8 < L < 11.0)
PERCENT OF _IOIAL .LJFE- ---. . .. .. - - - EXTERNAL -- TE- : . 2.33 X .
I___1ME. SPENT IN HIGi- ---- - -- --- L. -> .4 .-
INT-ENSITY REGIONS* OF_ . . ..... 
... . ..
TOTAL : 100.00
VAN ALLEN BELTS_. ..... 2.07 X -9.0.4 -% -.
PERCENT OF TOTAL DAILY
FLUX ACCUMULATED IN *TIME IN INNER ZONE MAY BE SUBDIVIDED AS FOLLOWS:
HIGH-INTENSITY REGIONS: 9v.96 % 99.81 X
OUTSIDE TRAPPING REGION : 0*14
(le0 < L < le1)
............ - IA JNSI DE RAPRING REGIN -I ON Le .
* ---.A1R T I CL<.L- 2 .84--------- - -- - --
<1 PARTICLF/CM**2/SEC
.. . ...... ...--. -.....IME -2 . ..-- . --. --- -.--.-- ----. . -...- - ---... .. ..  ----.. . . -- ME .------- --- - - -
S -.--- -- - LLPTCL .- - - ....... .-- -..-- -. -.-. . .. ---- ......- - -- _.ELL-I TC-
. .- INCL-I-NAT-ION-:. -29-DE;- . ..... . - -. ... .... . --- 4NCL-INA-TION- -- 2-9-OEG - .- - ----- -- -.
--- - PER-I GEE 4-- 364- KM - - .. ... . .... . . ..-. . PERIGEE: . 1364 KM -
APAGF' 3963 YMAPAFF*139631 KM
- .. - -DECA-Y- ATE--1973. 6. . . -- ...-.. .. - DECAY---ATE:--1973e- 6. -. - _.
... ..... .. . . t EXPOSU E-ANALYSLS. .a*. .... ..-- _ .__P ERCENT- E -TOT-AL- L-IEET-r-PM,.T----NSIDE -AND----I -
. .........  - - - -. . -OUTS DE- T-HE_ TR-APPEI0-PARTI-CLE- -RAD'-ATI ON- 5BELT
. . .. ---. PROTONS - E- --- LEC-TR NS - - ---- -. . . . . . . ..
...... ...... ...... . . . .............. E-).-O5 O-OME-V.)--........... .-(E>-.SO0 MEV) . ........... -...... ... NSE .ZONE___---T -- *,-4---... . _0, 3-- . .S-----_
--. . . . ..- . .. .- (1..1 0 <-L-< 2*8) --- -
PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFE-
TIME SPENT IN FLUX-FREE OUTER ZONE -TO- : 95e57 X
REGIONS* OF SPACE 96e49 X 85.82 % (2.8 < L < 11*0)
SPERCENT OF__TOTAL IFE- -... . . . - ---. - .. -EXTERNAL -TE- - 40--
ITME_ .SPENT .LN.tL GH-- L.+ L .LI+J0-
..INTENSITY- REGIONS+ OE ..-- - - - - - -. ...
TOTAL 100.00
VAN ALLEN .BELT.S.-: - --- 2e . ...4 9----. ... . .. ...79 X. . .
PERCENT OF TOTAL DAILY
FLUX ACCUMULATED IN *TIME IN INNER ZONE MAY BE SUBDIVIDED AS FOLLOWS:
HIGH-INTENSITY REGIONS: 99.96 X 99.81 X
OUTSIDE TRAPPING REGION : 0.0 X
(1*0 < L < lel)
.. . . . .___ __ --_- INSIDE TRA RPING REGION -.- -2*43-_
- -* # -* #-*-**** ****#*#***#****M**4**-***** .......... . ....... - lI--< L---<- 2.8-- - - -- ---- -- -.. - --
* <1 PARTICLE/CM**2/SEC
+ >1.E5 EL/CM**2/SEC OR 1.E3 PR/CM**2/SEC
TABLE- -- --- - -L - - - -_TB -
- -.-- - - 4- - -29DEG --.. ... - IMEA 29DEG
-4.NCL-INAT-ION--- 29 -EG-- .. . INCL INATION: 29 DEG
------ PERIGEE-"- 240-KM . .- -PERIGEE: 240 KM
- -- - APOGEE4 -438470-KM- ..... E.-- -- -- - - . . -- A-OGEE-0 -:- ---
. . .. . . .. DECA-Y--DATE: 1973. 6. -.. DECAY-DATE: 1-973. 6w
..... .....- ** E X QL- SURE ANALYSLS-***L* ---- - - . PERCENT OFF-TOTAL-LIF-ET4IME-SPENT INSIDE-A-N-- -
.. . .. .. . OUTSIDE THE TRAPPED-PARTICLE RADIATION BELT -
.. ..- PROTOS . ELECTRCNS 
-
......... . . .C (E>5. 0-0MEV) - >.00-SOOMEV) - INNER ZONE -T I-.Z - - -2 . l X- -- ..-
(1.0 < L < 2.8)
PERCENT OF TOTAL LIFE-
TIME SPENT IN FLUX-FREE OUTER ZONE -TO- : 95.56 x
REGIONS* OF SPACE : 96.79 X 86*51 % (2e.8 < L < 11.0)
PERCENT OF TOTAL L4FE-- . EXTERNAL -TE- : 2.43-X
TIME.--SENT. -N_-tGH- -------------------- - (L- > - 14.0)- -- -0)- .
- INTENSITY.REGIONS* OF -
TOTAL : 100.00 %
-- VAN ALLEN BELTS _- -.2.14 Z - .9 X -
PERCENT OF TOTAL CAILY
FLUX ACCUMULATED IN *TIME IN INNER ZONE MAY BE SUBDIVIDED AS FOLLOWS:
HIGH-INTENSITY REGIONS: 99.96 X 99.79 2
OUTSIDE TRAPPING REGION : 0.03 X
(1.0 < L < 1.1)
.... __- ___ ---- - - ... .. . .. . .. 1 --INS LDE _._IRAPP ING REGION--: 1.9 - ... ..
*****5** EL/C***2*SEC O*** IE3****C**/S******# - (1.1 < L < 2.8)
* <1 PARTICLE/CM**2/SEC
+ >1.E5 EL/CM**2/SEC OR 1.E3 PR/CM**2/SEC
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5. AP6, AP7; AE4. AE5. FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
SELECTR -FLUXES-EP-NENTALLA..-DECAYED TO--1973--6- W-ITH LI-FET-IMES:--E-.G.STASSI-NOPOULOS&P-.VERZARU **-CUTOFF-TIMES:- - - - - -4. .
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1.972 WITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 eo0-TERM IC/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
*t. EHLCLE -.- IMF1 29DEG - -*-A NCLXNATJION. -29DEA"-PEIRaGE= 4-366-KM- t-APAVGEE=0-4-0338K-** X8h -R4T--TAPE4 -TD7 -**-PERI-OC- 58.-604-*--
. . .... PITI-_C-OF- HSICALPERIE E -PERPER-IOD-- -I CA-  --- R. .- -
.---P ER- -- AAA**Qf F Sflltst 5---ROS-TI0M-DF-- YSC A-LPERLEE--**U*S*5 L-----LUX-ENCOUNTER-D--A-T-Ht- S--POS-IT-I-Gf--(-/CM**2/-MSEC--
NUMBER ORBIT TIME LONGITUDE LATITUDE ALTITLDE FIELD(B) LINE(L) PROTONS ELECTRONS
.. .. .... (HOUIRS4--- -.- DEG4 --.- - 4-DEG) -- - K.--- -(-GAUSS) i---(--eRe--) -.- - -- E>5.0OOMEV . - E>e5000MEV------------
- - -0.03333- ... 152-09--- -- -16.52- -- L408.62--0.1-9533 - -----. 20 ------- -. 198-7E-03---- ---- 3.017E 03 -------- ----
2 58*96666 -22*12 19.57 1439*98 0.18566 1.40 1.299E 04 1.926E 06
-.... .- 3- -- 17-89-99-- -7290 4 -- 41 09-88 0 1 -71 -- -2------ - --09--3.. -2..l3E-05--
4 176*79999 4.12 20.01 1520.44 0.18007 1.33 1.309E 04 1.275E 06
. -.. 235*73331.. -163.73 --- 2-04.47. 1-46a0--7--04-9383-- 1.35 --- - -. 6.&38E- 03--- 6.887E 05 - ------.
6 294.73291 27.09 21.02 1427.93 0.19711 1.29 3.348E 03 1.067E 05
S 7- 353.-7 836- -1358.-----19.21 
-1 4494.-57.--020283 ..- .43--.--- -445E---03 -- 60251E 05 --.
8 412.69971 57*73 19.19 1606.32 0.19270 1.26 2.867E 03 7.720E 04
.. --- - ..--- A71-5.964. -1-O8-27-- 68-..19.18 2--64001-- -0O68.- 1.59 ------- -7-442E.-0. . 2344E -05
10 530.53296 87.82 18.20 1618.67 0.20033 1.21 1.030E 03 1.945E 03
.****** *********** ***************** **********-************************************------* --
* ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5, AP6, AP7; AE4. AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
* ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONEFNT4AL-L-Y DECAYED- T0-49-73. 6 WIT4-L-I-FETIMES--E.G.STASIN-POULOS&P.VER-
Z ARIU ** CU-TOFF
-
-TI M E-S- --
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES 8 AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 O80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
* VE11.CLE- o-LME~2----Q4)-E G + - * LNC naNAT I QN=-2-93E4---**-RER GAeg 24ME-I Kn- / nORBIT TAPE: TDO7963-*-4*-PERIOD-68v6-0tt
......- St-*-PSI-TI-C4 OF-- PHY-SI-CAL PERIG.EE-- PER-PERIO *- -------- - --
- PERIOD * * *Ta Za tata -ION F- PUY S- I-SE--a -* ---- F- -ENC U4TERED-AT- - POS!
NUMBER ORBIT TIME LONGITUDE LATITUDE ALTITUDE FIELD(B) LINE(L) PROTONS ELECTRONS
-(HOURS. - (LEG)--- (DEG) .--- (.KM) - -4-GAUSS) - -( -)- - - -----. . ... E>S.eO-OMEV --- -E>-600ME-V
-1 . - 0.03333 154.30 15.55 --- -300.99 - 0.30623 .03 - ------ 0.0- - -0
2 116,09998 -158.41 18.35 376.93 0.29757 1.16 0.0 0.0
----- -174.09998- - -4-.-7-0- -1-9.-24---- .- 184.86--0 * 3-2797 --- -- 0 6a.0 0 0
4 232*13332 -105e44 18.91 338e55 0.35954 1.32 0.0 0.0
-5-- - 290.23291- -.- L03.13 -- 17.-91 -- 297.38 0o-36911 - --0.99-- ------ 0.0 ---- . 0.0- ----
6 348.33301 -52*07 18.37 352.39 0.33228 1.41 0.0 0.0
7 -406.36646- -~56.A-7. - 174.7-9 --- 461.39 -0.28613 1.-7--- - - -----. 4 ---- --- -0.0----- -- -
8 464.33301 -2*33 20.24 498.96 0.27775 1.14 0.0 0.0
-9 &- -52.- 3301- -4 56.5-6- - - 20. 84- ---- 4 746--. 0-2-9-172-- -- 2----- - 00
10 580.39966 58.73 17.67 455.71 0.32146 1.05 0.0 0.0
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5. AP6, AP7; AE4* AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 *
** ELECTRON-FLUXES -EXPONENTIALLY- DECA.YE6D-TO--IQ73*-6 . ITH-_8LF-ETIMES:-E.G.-STASSIN POULOS&Pr-VERZAR-IU-**-CUTOFF-TIME-S ------ .----
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG. WODEL 5: IGRF 16E.0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0
--*--VEH ICLE- -ME4 2B9/EG G-e= -6,33KN-s .eL -OR13IT TA'P E* TD6167 -**-PER -00- 6.600
.... . .. . ..... ...- ... - .*4 -PCSLITICI--OF F-*YSICAL--PER-IrEE--PER-PERIOD.-**-.. ... .. . . ---.. . . .
- PERIOD- EN-* ***.*,*m*. oSIrPIION-OF_--Pe-YSI.CAI._PER-IGEE.--a--- JImm --. L-X - COUN+ER-EDO-.AT-T - _ -USPOSITION 5/r M'*,/EC)
NUMBER ORBIT TIME LONGITUDE LATITUDE ALTITLDE FIELD(B) LINE(L) PROTONS ELECTRONS
. ... (HOURS)-- (DEG -- -- (DEG) --- (KM)- --- (GAUSS) -- (E.R)- --.--- --- E>5.OOOMEV- ---- E->-5000MEV -
- 1 . 0,08333 157-2& - -4-0.62 -- 1627-.45-- 0.1-7681 --- 1.28- --- -. ---- ----- 1.249E--04 -... 7.325E-05 ---
2 58.91664 12.21 -21.38 1419.08 0.16942 1.62 3.794E 04 7.504E 05
- 3 . 11.7-83333 -- L57"7- -... 39 -150865--0.24305 ... 143 --- -2-22.55- -2-07E 05
4 176.74997 38.45 -21*81 1554.06 0.17800 1.68 3.073E 04 4*211E 05
"5 - -23546666- -122-25 -L.-.85.--.L559.40 0.1-7518 ---. 32 .-- - -------. 740E-04- I . . 1814-E---06- .......-- -
6 294.58301 77.60 -17.40 1572.95 0.22129 1.54 2.585E 03 1.168E 05
7. - .- 353..49-9.76. -87-.31 ..-- 46.80 - ,59035- 0.1-4695 1.29 ------- 6 4CE-04- 5 .1.42-E-06 -----
8 412.41626 101*88 l18.72 1654.42 0*23927 1.60 9.461E 02 3.01IE 04
9- _4----47.33301 -63.467 -- 78.-42----017E456 0- 0.4-2526----- -J- 6--- 1-- T3E 07
10 530.24976 137.48 -15.10 1875.24 0.20935 1.52 5.169E 03 3*475E 05
* ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5. AP6. AP7; AE4, AE5. FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM UNIFLX OF 1973 *3
Z* ELECTJON-ELUXES EXPONEN-TI-ALLY-DECAYED-. TO 1973*--6-WITH-LIFE-TIMES:- E-G.STASSINGPOULOS&P.VERZARIU ** CUTOFF TIMES: - - *S-
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES 8 AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 IlTH ALLMAG, WODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 0eO-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 *2
.EMICLE:.- IMER4 29DEG --. *- .IN-CLLNATION- 29DEG--*- ERIGF=- -24OKM -4 APCGEE= 1-34KM.*-8-L -ORBIT TAPE-: TD64-17 A PER44G= 58 64 -*-
....... ... . .. .. ..- - ... P SITIC- OF-PJHYSICAL ~PERI-GEE PER- PER-IOD * - -
-- -P EP-1OD-- A~tAA~tt IN -OF-PN-Y-SICAL---PR&44E--*-* * *****-** - --- X--ENC-OKUN-T-tF-EO- T -TM-I-6--PO I-T-- /C#4**2/SEG-C--------
NUMBER ORBIT TIME LONGITUDE LATITUDE ALTITLDE FIELD(B) LINE(L) PROTONS ELECTRONS
...- (.. -4HOURS4- -.- (DEG) ---- -4DEG) -- - -(KM) (GAUSS)---(ER*4 - - E>5.0OME'; F,'>500OMEV
.... .- 1 7.-99948- -- -22-4 -2250--- 305-.74-0-.272-195- -1-.49- . .-- 0.6 oG
2 115*99997 -132.86 -23.38 394.53 0,31077 1.19 0.0 0.0
- . 3 0.. 1 7 3 9 9 - ,- - . .. a -0 . 0 -- _- - O .- - - O . ..- - - - - - .-- - - -
4 231*99997 -65.35 -19.11 409.61 0*20971 1.14 4.110E 01 1.482E 02
5- . 289.99976----15-1-89-- -14.96 . 464 22-.0.-36781--- 1.-23 - - 0.0 0.
6 347.91626 -20*06 -23.04 484.16 0.21420 1.35 1.3e5E 03 7*300E 04
-- 7 .- A05 9997-6 ---- 150-.24 .. --13.43 - 57-a.00. 0.27529 1.12 - 0.0 0.0
8 463.91626 36.19 -22.75 654.83 0.24566 1.55 2.981E 02 4.265E 03
--- 9- -521-91Z26- -104.36. - - -18.1-8 -656.93- - 23056-- 11- - - - - -.. 2.324-E 0 0------. 00 . ..---.
10 579.91626 112.099 -13.61 729.36 0.33853 1.26 0.0 0*0
* ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5, AP6. AP7; AE4. AE5. FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
.ELECTRON- FLUXES EXROENT.IALLY-DECAYED .-TO -4973-6. -W-ITH LIF-.TI MES-.-.-EG.STASSIN3POULOSP-.VERZAR.I.U--** CUTOFF TIMES: - .
* MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAM, MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.C EO-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
- VEdICLE IMEL_29DEG- _ -INCLI-NAILON=29DEG I4GEE--3.6K .-APGEE140338KM**-8/L -QR8-T--.T-APE: TD7963 *..-PER-OD=-58.600---.
. . ... ... . .- .ANNUAL-ENERGETIC .SOLAR-PRO TON F-LUENCE-t** --
********W*** (PARTICLES/CM**2) **********
-- - --.--- ~-- ----- --- - ***$********e***.****** 
- - -- - - - -
ENERGY FOR CUTOFF DIPOLE PERCENT
L.LEVELS DIPLE -- S-HELL -CUTO FE EXPOSURE . ..
>(MEV) ***L>5*** SHELL TIME
10.0 4.194E 09 L>4 96.43
20.0 . 179EO L>5 -95.12 -----
30.0 1.318E 09 L>6 93.72
.. 40.0 . . .628E-08 . L>7 .92.20 --- - -
50.0 5.940E 08
.. .. ... . . .. 60 -O 4.239E 0-8- ----..
70.0 3.108E 08
.... .... . .. ... 8 .0 . . 20.328EF 8- ---.. . . . . . . . .
0eo0 1.775E 08
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . 1 -LD 0, . . 3 7 3 E - 0 8 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ,.
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5.S AP6. AP7; AE4. AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
SELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TU 1973. 6 WITH LIFETIMES.: E.G.STASSINOPFOULOSP.VERZARI
-U t -**C r- UJTO F -TI-MES ---- ----
$ MAGNETIC COORCINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG, VODEL 5: IGRF 196 .~e0 E0-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
**_ V-EHICL .: IMEL2 29DE G--** INCLINATION= 29DEG **-P-RERLGEE- -20KM 4_~-AP-GEE=1-A-8KM ORBIT RrIA. Tn96O 5Plnn6- 0-1 .0
•-# ANNUAL ENEPGETIC SOLAR -PRCTOUN- FLUENCE ** -. ..-.- - - - -- - -
*##*** ***** C(PARTICLES/CM **2) ******
ENERGY FOR CUTOFF DIPOLE PERCENT
- LEVELS DIPOLE SHELL -CUTOFF- EXPOSURE ------ - --..
>(MEV) ***L>5*** ShELL TIME
10.0 4.e201E 09 L>4 96.54
... 20.0 2.182E O . - -... L>5 .- 95-29. - -
30.0 1.320E 09 L>6 93.94
40.0 8.644E OB L>7 92.45
50.0 5.951E 08
60.0 4.247E 08 -
70.0 3.114E 08
80.0. 2.333E 08 .-----
90.0 l.77aE 08
100.0 l1376E OS
* ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5s. AP6, AP7; AE*. AE5o FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 **
** ELECTRON FLUXES EXPONENTIALLY DECAYED TO-1973. .6 WITH LIFE-TIMES:--E.G.STASSINOPGULOS&P.VERZARI-U. ** CUTO"--IMES -------- - _ _
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAGo MODEL 5: IGRF 1965.0 eO80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973.0 **
.4C EPTl CL.* IME 4 9aE& A TNClTMAT IOU- .20EG0 St RERXGEF 1-34AWM. *t AROGEE-1 39.633M At8Ifl k-TT -T-Afl*-D6 Tl6.7-*.*-PSRI.OD- 58.600 4*
..... . *t.ANNUAL ENERGETIC SOLAR. PRCTON- FLUENCE ---- --...--.-.- - - -
************ (PARTICLES/CM**2) ************
- - -- ***************s***t***t*.*ttt*********t*. -- - ---- --- - -------- --
ENERGY FOR CUTOFF DIPOLE PERCENT
-LEVELS DIPOLE .SHELL CUTOFF EXPOSURE- .- -... . .. . .---.-. -
>(MEV) ***L>5*** SHELL TIME
10*0 4.196E 09 L>4 96.46
... .. ... . . .20.0.. 2.180E 09 -. . . -L>5 . 9 -el.
30.0 1.319E 09 L>6 93.72
40.0 8.633E 08 .... L>7 92*18 ...
50.0 5.944E 08
60.0 - 4.242E 08 ---..
70.0 3.110OE 08
-.. .. 80.0 -2. 330E -08 .. . .... . . .. .. -- --- -
90.0 1.776E 08
100.0 - 1.374E 08 .. . . .
** ORBITAL FLUX STUDY WITH COMPOSITE PARTICLE ENVIRONMENTS: VETTES AP5, AP6, AP7; AE4, AE5, FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM **** UNIFLX OF 1973 ,
-. **-ELECXRIN-ELUXES EXP-lONEN.TJ-ALLY-DECAED-A---7-36--ITH LIFETLNES--Ge-ST-ASSINPOULS&'P.-VERZARIU-*-* CUTOFF TIMES" -...
** MAGNETIC COORDINATES B AND L COMPUTED BY INVARA OF 1972 WITH ALLMAG* MODEL 5: IGRF 1965e0 80-TERM 10/68 * TIME= 1973*0
-.- EHICLEL IME&-4290EG -. **INCLINA-T-La.t29EG4-* -PER-IEE=---44KM-S-APOGEE-L38470KM-** 8/L-OR"IT- --AP-E- TO6167 AL-PER4OQ 58.600- ---
......- AANNUAL--ENERGET-IC SOLA-p-PROTON FLUENCE-** - -- -
8*8*84*8*8*8 (PARTICLES/CM**2) ****8*8
ENERGY FOR CUTOFF DIPOLE PERCENT
- LEV EL S--- 01 OLE--SHE'L-- CUIEF -- EXPOSJRE - - ---- --
>(MEV) ***L>5*** SHELL TIME
10.0 4e202E 09 L>4 - 96.58
_2fl_. 2.183E -9 L ... >5 . .95532 - ----
30.0 1.321E 09 L>6 93*96
_. ... 8.646E. 08 L>7 - 9250 .
50.0 5.953E 08
. .. . .. .. . ... . 60. 0 4.248E Oa------------.
70.0 3lS115E 08
-- _B80.0 -2.333E-08 - - -.---- .  -.. . . . . . . . . ..------ -- . .. -
90. 0 I779E 08
-. .. ...-. .. . .. .100 -0 '1 .376E -08 -- - --..
TABLE ARRANGEMENT
Computer Produced Output Tables for Orbital Flux Integrations.
Standard Production Runs with UNIFLUX Program.
#8 TSolar Protons
Flux & Exposure
#7 Expos. " Time
Index , Account




#3 Table of Peaks b ection 2: Electrons
#2 Spec.Dist.& Exp.I. a
Table #1 L-Band Table
c
'b Section 1: Protons
a/
Figure 1: Set of tables produced for every trajectory considered
in an orbital radiation study.
PLOT ARRANGEMENT
Computer Produced Plots for Orbital Flux Integrations.
Standard Production Runs with UNIFLUX Program.
#8 B-L Space Trace
#7 World Map Grid
Projection
#6I
# Section 3: Flight Path
#4 Data
c
#3 Peaks/Orbits b Section 2: Electrons
#2 Spectral Profile
Plot #1 Time & Flux Histg
c
b /Section 1: Protons
a/
Figure 2: Set of plots produced for every trajectory considered
in an orbital radiation study.
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0 PERK FLUX ENCOUNTERED PER ORBIT IME#3 290EG 29DEGR 1364KM ELLIPTCL 2
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